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CELEBRATE!
stylish craft   holiday decorating   festive fare

CLASSIC 
CHRISTMAS 

WITH A TWIST
GET CREATIVE WITH BAUBLES, 
CANDLES, PAPER AND RIBBON

362 
BUDGET TO 

BOUGIE GIFTS
(no hints needed)

WIN $4000+ WORTH OF REALLY COOL PRESENTS



kingliving.com    1300 546 438

AUSTRALIA     NEW ZEALAND     SINGAPORE     MALAYSIA     SHANGHAI     CANADA



The ultimate in contemporary luxury design. Neo, famous 

for its clean, minimalistic lines makes it the perfect sofa for 

any home. Its clever, fl exible modular design allows you to 

reconfi gure arms, backs and seats to make the most of 

your space. This award-winning design off ers a deeply 

comfortable and luxurious seating experience.

Award-winning Neo



M A K E  I T  M E R R Y

THE FINISHING TOUCH
For those who believe too much is never enough,

you will fi nd everything you need to create the magic,
decorate the table and celebrate a wonderful

Christmas at your local Spotlight store. 

Shop now at spotlightstores.com
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SPOTLIGHT PROMOTION

OPPOSITE PAGE
A. GOLD RIMMED WINE GLASSES 2pk Available in white, red & 
prosecco reg $15pk  B. GOLD DECORATIVE REINDEER reg $12 – $20ea  
C. GOLD NAPKIN RINGS 4pk Includes 2 Reindeer & 2 Christmas
Trees reg $25pk 

THIS PAGE TOP LEFT & ABOVE
DIY NATIVE HANGING WREATH & CHRISTMAS GINGERBREAD CAKE 
Why stop at a gingerbread house when you can create a gingerbread 
village! DIY gingerbread kits from Spotlight are an easy addition
to this layered ginger sponge & buttercream cake – simply attach
them to the cake with dabs of fondant icing. Pipe white fondant or
use a gel icing pen for the fi ner details, then dust with icing sugar
for a sweet & snowy fi nish.

Find the project sheets for these 2 projects online at
spotlightstores.com under Christmas projects.

BOTTOM LEFT
A. LIVING SPACE DECORATIVE CHRISTMAS SIGN reg $8ea
B. LIVING SPACE DECORATIVE CHRISTMAS TREE reg $10 – $15ea
C. LIVING SPACE CHRISTMAS CANDLE HOLDERS Large reg $8ea
Small reg $6ea  D. LIVING SPACE GOLD ANGELS TEA LIGHT 
CANDLEHOLDER reg $15ea

FREE 
PROJECT 
AVAILABLE 

ONLINE

FREE 
PROJECT 
AVAILABLE 

ONLINE
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I S S U E  #  1 6 3  /  C E L E B R A T E

41  BEAUTY SPOT 
Give the gift of a signature scent with the 
ultimate round-up of his and her fragrances

4 4  SO GIFTED! 
Take the stress out of Christmas shopping  
with presents to spoil everyone on your list 

5 5  KRINGLE ALL THE WAY 
Budget-friendly ideas to win at Secret Santa

 H O M E S
6 2  MERRY AND BRIGHT 
An Aussie family’s quintessential coastal 
Christmas is filled with sun and good times

74  CHRISTMAS IN FULL BLOOM 
 This apartment presents a playful take  
 on colour during the festive season 

D E C O R AT E
14  IN THE PINK 
 Start some new traditions with these  
 simple decorating ideas that will bring a  
 dash of festive flair to your home’s aesthetic 

2 2  CHRISTMAS GIVEAWAY 
It’s the season for giving, so we’ve got  
an amazing $4000 prize pack to be won!

 G I V E
3 4  SETS OF OCCASION 
 This year’s line-up of lustworthy festive gift  
 packs from some of our favourite brands 

3 8  LOOKBOOKS  
Let your little one’s imagination run free with 
these fun and inspirational picture books  

8 6  LET NATURE SING 
Yuletide celebrations in this renovated 1940s 
Nordic villa are a glamorous experience

10 0  A FAMILY AFFAIR 
This restored country manor in the south-west 
of France is brimming with holiday charm

73

113
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16
44

63

85

@reallivingmag
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CHRISTMAS  
CASH GIVEAWAY

Subscribe to real living  
to be in the running 

to win $10,000.  
See p32 for details.

C R E AT E
116  TOP STARS 
Our clever DIY toppers will help you devise a  
Christmas tree to rival the department stores 

12 2  IT’S A WRAP! 
Make the act of unwrapping just as exciting  
as the gift itself with these gift wrap themes  

13 2  FEEL GOOD INC. 
 We speak to four altruistic businesses that  
 are giving a little bit extra this Christmas 

13 5  MONEY MOVES TO MAKE 
Finance expert Effie Zahos shares five ways  
to avoid budget blowout when gift shopping 

13 6  DECORATE IT 
Style a tranquil retreat for your holiday guests 

E AT
14 0  SPREAD THE LOVE 
 Help yourself to this indulgent feast, designed  
 to be tailored to your unique celebration style 

E V E RY  M O N T H
9  WELCOME  
10  Bauer Media Privacy Notice 
3 2   SUBSCRIBE to real living and 
 go in the draw to win $10,000! 
15 4   GIVE BACK The real living team  
 share which organisations they’re  
 donating to this Christmas and why

73

113

73

47

84

117
140

73
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I LOVE CHRISTMAS, which is lucky because we started 
working on this issue in September. When other people 
are saying “I can’t believe there are Christmas decorations 
in the shops already!”, I’m the one browsing ornaments on 
my lunch break. I love the decorating, the giving and the 
entertaining, and this issue we’ve covered all three to help 
you get in the festive spirit and through the holiday season.

For our cover story (p14), I asked the team for ‘classic 
with a twist’. I mean, this is the one time of year when you 
can really go traditional, but we wanted to mix it up. The 
seasonal berry red is there, as is white, but to lift it we’ve 
teamed them with pink and a hint of teal. This year, why 
don’t you do the same and reinvent the decorations you 
already have with a new colour scheme or arrangement? 

You’ll see that I just couldn’t help but get hands-on  
this issue. I styled our tree decorating shoot (left) with 
ornaments and toppers that you can buy or DIY (p115).  
For me, the bow is the ultimate tree topper – so simple! 
Our annual gift guide (p44), so beautifully curated by our 
stylist Lisa, is a visual feast and I know you’ll find the 
perfect pressies for family and friends (oh, and yourself). 
Looking for a Kris Kringle gift? Flip to p55 for our best  
finds under $10, $25 and $50. As for the wrapping, we’ve 
covered that too (see what I did there?). Check out the 
latest paper, ribbons and packaging inspo from p122.

The final thing on my Christmas prep list is the menu, 
and boy, have we got the tastiest and easiest recipes ever! 
From the prawns to the ham plus all the trimmings, pick 
and mix these dishes to suit your own festive feast (p139).

However you celebrate this year, I wish you and your 
loved ones a wonderful holiday. Merry Christmas!

F a c e b o o k . c o m / r e a l l i v i n g m a g a z i n e   /   h o m e s t o l o v e . c o m . a u / r l   /   @ r e a l l i v i n g m a g 

follow me on instagram @ellelovelock

This month 
I’m looking 

forward to…

Eating my favourite chocolates 
(calories don’t count at Christmas). 
Milk chocolate speckles in leadlight 

gift tins, $13.50 for 100g, 
Haighschocolates.com.au

1

Hopefully receiving a new fragrance 
from my husband (hint, hint). Tiffany 
& Co ‘Tiffany & Love’ eau de parfum 
for her, $170, and eau de toilette for 

him, $110, both 50ml, Myer.com.au

2

Entertaining! And that means  
a lot of pre-party food preparation. 
Electrolux 681L dark stainless steel 

French door fridge, $3499,   
Harveynorman.com.au

4
Decorating my Christmas tree. 

Every year I add a few new baubles 
to my collection. Glass Christmas 

tree baubles in Ombre White/Gold, 
$9.95 each, Davidjones.com

5
Lighting candles for instant festive 
ambiance. Column pillar candles in 
Honey, Beige, Eucalyptus, Cream 

White and Grey, $13.50 each,    
Blackblaze.com.au

6
Baking Christmas treats, from 

Dutch spice biscuits to Aussie fruit 
cakes. I absolutely love it. Chef XL 

Sense KVL6100T mixer, $799,    
Kenwoodworld.com

7

Reading this wonderful book on the 
homes of people I admire greatly. 

Australian Designers at Home 
by Jenny Rose-Innes. $59.99, 

Thamesandhudson.com.au
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 production
 Title controller & production planner Sally Jefferys 
 Advertising controller Dominic Roy

 advertising          
 Head of brands Anna Mistilis (02) 9282 8111
 Homes commercial manager Rhonda Maunder (02) 9282 8687
 Homes brand manager Kimberly Anderson (02) 9338 6103
 Brand executive Jennifer Burke (02) 9288 9145
 Advertising production manager  Kate Orsborn (02) 9283 8364
 NSW director of sales Karen Holmes (02) 9282 8733
 Sales director Vic, SA, WA Jaclyn Clements (03) 9823 6341
 Victorian head of direct sales Will Jamison (03) 9823 6301
 Queensland head of sales Judy Taylor (07) 3101 6636
 Creative director Clare Catt (02) 8116 9341
 NEW ZEALAND  Enquiries +61 2 9282 8505
 
 marketing, research & circulation
 Head of retail & circulation  Andrew Cohn 
 Circulation manager Nicole Pearson (02) 8268 4409
 Marketing director Louise Cankett (02) 9282 8730
 Senior marketing manager Jillian Hogan (02) 9282 8843
 Brand manager Sarah Webster (02) 8268 4436
 Subscriptions campaign manager Jesvin Vincent (02) 9282 8696
 Research director Casey Greig (02) 8268 6290 
 Senior research & insights analyst Ania Falenciak (02) 9282 8817
 General manager, subscriptions & E-commerce Sean McLintock
 All marketing enquiries homes@bauer-media.com.au
 
 syndication
 Email syndication@bauer-media.com.au
                       
 bauer media
 Chief executive officer  Brendon Hill
 Chief financial officer  Andrew Stedwell
 Executive general manager, 
 publishing & digital operations  Sarah-Belle Murphy 
 Associate publisher  Shane Sutton
 Commercial director Australia  Paul Gardiner
 General manager, media solutions  Jane Waterhouse
 Business manager Georgina Bromfield 

BAUER MEDIA PRIVACY NOTICE  
This issue of real living magazine, published by Bauer Media Limited (Bauer Media), may contain offers, competitions or surveys that require you to provide information about yourself if you choose 

to enter or take part in them (Reader Offer). If you provide information about yourself to Bauer Media, Bauer Media will use this information to provide you with the products or services you have requested,  
and may supply your information to contractors that help Bauer Media to do this. Bauer Media will also use your information to inform you of other Bauer Media publications, products, services and events.  
Bauer Media may also give your information to organisations that are providing special prizes or offers and that are clearly associated with the Reader Offer. Unless you tell us not to, we may give your  

information to other organisations that may use it to inform you about other products, services or events or to give to other organisations that may use it for this purpose. If you would like to gain access  
to the information Bauer Media holds about you, please contact Bauer Media’s Privacy Officer at Bauer Media Limited, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.

Letters to: real living, Reply Paid 5252, Sydney, NSW 2000.  
Printed by Ovato, 31-37 Heathcote Rd, Moorebank, NSW, 2170. Published by Bauer Media Pty Limited (ACN 053 273 546), 54-58 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, (02) 9282 8000. The trade mark  

real living is the property of Bauer Consumer Media Limited and is used under licence. Distributed by Network Services, 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, (02) 9282 8777. *Recommended price,  
real living. No material may be reproduced in part or in whole without written consent from the copyright holders. Bauer Media Pty Limited does not accept responsibility for damage to, or loss of, 

freelance material submitted for publication. Allow several weeks for acceptance or return. © 2019 Bauer Media Pty Limited. All rights reserved. ISSN 1833-0398

Subscription sales and inquiries

VISIT www.magshop.com.au   EMAIL magshop@magshop.com.au  
CALL 13 61 16, 8am-6pm (EST) Monday-Friday   POST Magshop, GPO Box 5252, Sydney, NSW 2000 

real living magazine is published by Bauer Media Pty Limited
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“Hey Google, 
 turn on the lights.”

Google Nest Hub Max

Requires Wi-Fi and compatible device.
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R O O M S  /  T R E N D S  /  I D E A STickled pink Deck your halls in shades of rose and burgundy for  
a fun and festive vibe. Ligne Roset ‘Amédée’ swivelling armchair in  
Rose, $4875, Domo. ON ARMCHAIR Satin woven-edge ribbon  
in Burgundy, $6.75 for 20m, and Nonwoven premium wrap sheet  
in Burgundy, $18.95 for 50, Koch & Co. Pink glitter gift box, from 
newsagency. ON WALL SHELF Premium Expressions interior paint  
in Dusty Beige (used throughout), $85 for 4L, Haymes. Diamond pot 
cover baskets in Brown, $21.95 for 2, Koch & Co. St Claire candle 
dome (25cm), $29.95, Tara Dennis. Tinsel origami decorations,  
$6.95 each, Provincial Home Living. Books, stylist’s own. Flare 
candleholder in Pink, $55, Hay. Taper candle in Light Pink, $2.99, 
Dusk. Stream of Thought framed artwork, $3700, Ash Holmes.  
Tinsel origami decoration, as before. ON WALL Borastapeter ‘Aspo 
Stripe’ wallpaper in Red, $115 for 10m roll, Wallpaper Trader. ON 
FLOOR Texline HQR flooring in Castle Clear (used throughout), from 
$50 per sq m installed, Gerflor. Redbone Talsint rug (4m x 2.02m), 
$6400, Tigmi Trading. Present wrapped in Merry Luxe wrapping 
paper, $15.99 for 3 assorted rolls, Kikki.K, and Organza woven-edge 
ribbon in Burgundy, $4.65 for 25m, Koch & Co. Striped gift wrap,  
$7 as part of Christmas gift wrap bundle kit, Kmart. Nonwoven premium 
wrap sheet, as before. Flip the page for more feminine flourishes. A

real living
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creative direction sandy dao 
photography dave wheeler          

 styling lisa burden & natalie johnson

I N  T H E 
P I N K

Set your own agenda for the 
festive season with Christmas 

decor that fits right in with your 
usual scheme. Here we show 
how a few little additions can 
completely change the look  

and feel of your space

@reallivingmag
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BEARING GIFTS Lunar dining table (1.6m), $4400, LuMu Interiors. Expormim ‘Fontal’ chair without arms, $1413.50, and ‘Gres’ low stool, $920.70, 
KE-ZU. Soft Edge 10 upholstered chair, $850, Hay. Juniperus chinensis ‘Keteleeri’ tree, $2950, in Apollo Cylinder planter, $545 for large, Garden Life. 
Maison Sarah Lavoine ‘Bianca’ pendant light, $850, Bastille and Sons. ON TABLE In The Sac flat sheet in Musk (used as tablecloth), $485 for queen 
set (including fitted sheet and pillowcases), No Chintz. Deluxe crackers in Glitter Polar Sky, $49.95 for 6, The Paperie. Bourgogne condiment bowls, 
$9.95 each, and Merry wreath in Red, $4.95, Provincial Home Living. Plum flocked glass baubles in Burgundy, $7.95 each, David Jones. Cheyenne 
glass candlesticks, $59 for small and $69 for large, Pottery Barn. Taper candle, as before. Piment dinner candle in Burgundy, $4.50, Tara Dennis. 
Pink candle, stylist’s own. Tahoe ‘Fair Isle’ dinner plate, $89 for 4, Pottery Barn. Christmas iced fruitcake, $65, Becker Minty. Pink midline vase, 
$5.50, Kmart. Holding Berry artificial stems, $17 each, Amara. Karakter Copenhagen ‘Sferico’ red wine glass, $65, Cult. Tint tumbler 1 in Pink, $65, 
Hay. Tobe cutlery in Matte Gold, $89 for 16-piece set, Castlery. Décor-Glass cone tree, $19.95, David Jones. ON WHITE CHAIR Muskhane diamond 
paper garland, $6.95, Pulp Creative Paper. ON TREE Tinsel origami decorations, as before. Plum flocked glass baubles, as before, and Plum sequin 
baubles, $7.95 each, David Jones. Satin woven-edge ribbon (wrapped around pot), as before. ON WALLS Borastapeter ‘Aspo Stripe’ wallpaper, as 
before, and ‘Rosenvinge’ wallpaper in Red, $150 for 10.05m roll, Wallpaper Trader. Study for Suzie Porter 2016 artwork by James King, $2350, Becker 
Minty. ON FLOOR Assorted gifts wrapped in paper from Kmart, Koch & Co, Kikki.K, Pulp Creative Paper and Vandoros Fine Packaging, with ribbon 
from Koch & Co and Vandoros Fine Packaging. Muskhane round paper garland in Dusty Pink, $6.95, Pulp Creative Paper. A

decorate

real living
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set the table 
A tablecloth is essential for making 
holiday gatherings feel that little bit 
more special – this one is just a sheet 
pulled from the linen cupboard!  
Add tapered candles and a vase of 
something colourful (artificial sprigs 
will keep for next year), then snag  
a few spare baubles from the tree  
for that final festive flourish! A

@reallivingmag
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SPREADING JOY Nimes Bleecker bench ottoman in Blush, $895, Coco Republic. Frank 2-door buffet, $3050, MCM 
House. ON OTTOMAN HK Living linen striped cushion, $124.95, House of Orange. Deluxe crackers, Muskhane round  
paper garland and Karakter Copenhagen ‘Sferico’ red wine glass, as before. ON BUFFET HK Living ribbed table 
lamp base in White Marble, $399, and Semicircle lampshade in Natural Jute, $149 for large, House of Orange. Peacock 
mirror, $459, BoConcept. ON WALL Borastapeter ‘Rosenvinge’ wallpaper, as before. ON FLOOR Rug, for similar,  
try Maya geometric pattern berber wool shag rug (2.3m x 1.6m), $612, Miss Amara. Assorted gifts wrapped in paper  
from Kmart, Koch & Co and Kikki.K, with ribbon from Koch & Co. Australian Natives metal wreath, $50, The Woodsfolk. 
OPPOSITE Wheaton stipe napkin in Red, $10, Pottery Barn. Athena Ceramics octagonal side plate and appetiser 
plate, $24.95 each, House of Orange. Assorted truffles, $82.50 for 500g box, Haigh’s Chocolates. Elysee Fishnet wine 
glass, $16, Tara Dennis. Column pillar candle in Beige, $13.50, Black Blaze. Plum sequin bauble in Burgundy, $7.95, 
David Jones. Ceramic tree, $8, Kmart. Ren glass tree, $12.95, Provincial Home Living. All other items, as before. 
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SITTING PRETTY Nimes Bleecker bench ottoman, as before. Bogart ‘Olive’ occasional chairs in Red Wine Velvet, $1835 each, GlobeWest. HK Living  
glass side table, $499, House of Orange. Wire stool in Bordeaux, $359, BoConcept. HK Living ‘Pillar’ side table in White, $599, House of Orange. Frank 
2-door buffet, as before. ON OTTOMAN Eadie Lifestyle ‘Luca Boho’ cushion in Desert Rose, $109.95, Luumo. Muskhane round paper garland, as before. 
ON GLASS SIDE TABLE Karakter Copenhagen ‘Sferico’ red wine glass, as before. ON STOOL Book, stylist’s own. Iris mug in Off White, $85, Hay.  
ON WHITE SIDE TABLE Snow globe, $149, Wedgwood. Brass candlestick, $7.99, H&M Home. Piment dinner candle, as before. Perforated tray in Red,  
$70, Hay. Ombre Plum milk glass bauble in Pink, $7.95, David Jones. ON CONSOLE HK Living ribbed table lamp base and Semicircle lampshade, as  
before Glasses, for similar, try Embossed glass tealight holders, $6 for 3, Kmart. Peacock mirror, as before. Books, stylist’s own. Santa Maria Novella  
‘Natale’ room fragrance, $99, Agence de Parfum. Column pillar candles, as before. Moroccan vase in Pink, $170 for large, Hay. Berry artificial stems,  
as before. ON WALL Borastapeter ‘Rosenvinge’ wallpaper, as before. Elegy artworks by Monique Lovering, $4500 for set, Curatorial+Co. ON FLOOR  
Rug, as before. Line Art floor lamp, $399, West Elm. Moksha cushion in Dusty Pink, $210, No Chintz. Geometric pink cushion cover, $29.99, H&M Home. 
Assorted gifts wrapped in paper from Vandoros Fine Packaging, Kmart, Koch & Co and Kikki.K, with ribbon from Koch & Co and Vandoros Fine Packaging. 

start new traditions 
Look beyond the obvious regalia of angels, 
snowmen and tinsel, and decorate with items  
that speak to you. Festive cushions, a delicious 
room spray or a simple paper garland – all can be 
brought out each year... or left where they are to 
be enjoyed well beyond Chrissy (we won’t tell!). A

@reallivingmag
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ONE MORE SLEEP! Charlotte armchair, $3039, BoConcept. Cuzzi standard floor lamp, $990, MCM House. Elle round block side table in Natural Travertine, 
$1375, GlobeWest. ON BED In The Sac sheet set in Musk, $485 for queen, No Chintz. Quilt set in Bordeaux, $425 for queen including 2 pillowcases, In The Sac. 
Mohair blanket in Burgundy, $450, Hay. Basix linen bolster cushion in Ayrton/Russo, $159, Hale Mercantile Co. HK Living linen striped cushion, as before.  
ON CHAIR Cushion covered in Ribbon Stripe Lilac fabric, $25 per m, No Chintz. ON SIDE TABLE Madison Jar candle in Fresh Pine, $42.95, Ecoya. Gifts wrapped  
in Striped wrapping paper and Merry Luxe wrapping paper, as before, with ribbon from Vandoros Fine Packaging. ON SHELF Décor-Glass cone tree and  
Ren glass tree, as before. HK Living ‘Terra’ art frame, $109 for medium, House of Orange. Books, stylist’s own. Diamond pot cover basket, Flare candleholder, 
Taper candle in Light Pink and Column pillar candle in Beige, as before. Velvet jewellery box, $10, Kmart. St Claire candle dome and Tinsel origami decorations, 
as before. Cire Trudon ‘Nazareth’ Christmas candle, from $140, Libertine Parfumerie. Cream bubble vase, $12.99, H&M Home. Muskhane round paper garland,  
as before. Mini column pillar candle, $8.90, Black Blaze. Stream of Thought framed artwork, as before. Small pink suede box, $7.99, H&M Home. Paper shade  
table lamp, $10, Kmart. Pink bud vase, $7.99 for small, H&M Home. Berry artificial stem, as before. ON WALL Borastapeter ‘Aspo Stripe’ wallpaper, as before.  
ON FLOOR Redbone Talsint rug, as before. Gift wrapped in Merry Luxe wrapping paper with Organza woven-edge ribbon in Burgundy, as before. R

@reallivingmag
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12

Christm
as

1 Personalised water bottles in Navy, Green and Terracotta, $35.90 each, Beysis (winner to select personalisation). 2 Raami dinner set (including 6 x deep 
plates, 6 x 27cm plates, 6 x 20cm plates, 6 x tumblers and Artik gift box 16-piece cutlery set), $808.25, Iittala. 3 Glow Kit supplement set, $79, The Beauty Chef. 

4 The Medium suitcase in Moonstone, $445, and The Carry-On suitcase in Moonstone, $375, Away. 5 Bodycare gift set, $39.95, tealight set, $14.95, 
madison jar candle, $42.95, and mini diffuser, $25.95, Ecoya. 6 2750 Cotu Classic shoes in Pure White, $89.95, Superga (winner to select size). 7 Near The 

Beach book by real living, $59.95, Bauer Books. 8 Rosa Nobile fragrance and body set, $258, and Colonia cologne and body set, $207, Acqua di Parma. 
9 Beauty Sleep Collection silk pillowcase and eye mask in Caramel & Black, $132, Slip. 10 12-month at home Pilates subscription, $588, Fluidform Pilates. 
11 Wonderboom 2 speaker in Bermuda Blue, $129.95, Ultimate Ears. 12 mini LiPlay instant camera in Stone White, $229, and mini Link photo printer in Ash 

White, $169, Fujifilm Instax. 13 VertuoPlus coffee machine in Limited Edition Blue, $249, Nespresso. R

Go to Homestolove.com.au/reallivingchristmas and tell us in 25 words or less, what’s the best thing about Christmas?  
Terms and conditions apply; see Homestolove.com.au/reallivingchristmas. Commences November 25, 2019. Ends 11:59pm  

AEST/AEDST on December 22, 2019. Open to Australian residents aged 18 years and over only. This is a game of skill, not a game  
of chance. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.

Enter the real living giveaway to win this really cool prize pack worth $4000+ 

giveaway!

1 2 3

4

5

13
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6

8

HOW TO ENTER
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H a r v e y  N o r m a n  h a s  a  h u g e  r a n g e  o f  F r e n c h  d o o r  f r i d g e s  w i t h  n e w  k e y 
f e a t u r e s  t h a t  w i l l  c a t c h  e v e r y o n e ’s  e y e .  N o t  o n l y  d o  t h e y  l o o k  g r e a t , 

t h e y ’ r e  f u l l  o f  t h e  l a t e s t  i n n o v a t i o n s  a n d  d e s i g n e d  t o  s u i t  a n y  l i f e s t y l e .

F R E N C H  D O O R  F R I D G E S
H A R V E Y  N O R M A N ´ S  B U Y E R ‘ S  G U I D E  T O

H N . C O M . A U / F R E N C H - D O O R - F R I D G E S 

online | mobile | in store



T h e  S A M S U N G  8 2 5 L  F a m i l y  H u b  F r e n c h  D o o r  F r i d g e  i n  B l a c k 
S t e e l  F i n i s h ,  i s n ’ t  j u s t  s m a r t e r  t h a n  y o u r  a v e r a g e  f r i d g e ,  I t  c o u l d 
b e  t h e  s m a r t e s t  i n t e r n e t  c o n n e c t e d  d e v i c e  i n  y o u r  e n t i r e  h o u s e .

A truly connected fridge that lets you set 
schedules, play music, watch TV, browse the 
internet and even order your shopping – all via 
simple voice commands. Now you’re talking. 
The SAMSUNG 825L Family Hub French Door 
Fridge features convenient voice-activated 
controls to handle everything from managing 
schedules to leaving memos for family 
members, drafting shopping lists, ordering 
groceries online direct from Woolworths, 
and searching for recipes online that will 
automatically populate your Woolworths 
grocery order with the required ingredients.

S M A R T  F R I D G E

How many times have you been 
out on a grocery run, forgotten 

your shopping list and can’t quite 
remember how much milk is left, 

or whether or not you need more 
eggs and butter? Not a problem. 
The SAMSUNG 825L Family Hub 

French Door Fridge features three 
handy built-in cameras that let you 

see exactly what’s in your fridge 
from your compatible device – 

anywhere, anytime. Simply bring 
up the camera feed in your Smart 

Home app and see at a glance 
exactly what you need.

W H A T ' S  I N 
Y O U R  F R I D G E

The SAMSUNG 825L Family Hub French Door 
Fridge has the ability to switch the bottom 
right-hand compartment to four different 
temperatures catering for everything from 
fridge to freezer at the press of a button. 
Called the FlexZone, it allows you to drop 
the temperature and instantly allocate more 
freezer space if you need it, raise the degrees 
slightly to keep meat, fish or soft ice-cream 
in low-level frozen conditions, or higher still if 
you find you need more space for produce or 
beverages in the warmer months. Simple and 
flexible: that’s the FlexZone.

F L E X  Z O N E

FA M I LY  H U B



S H O P  O N  T H E  S P OT
Instantly order groceries 
online directly from 
Woolworths via the Family 
Hub at any time using the 
Woolworths shopping app.

I N T E R I O R  C A M E R A S
See at a glance exactly what 
you’re running out of via any 
compatible device thanks to 
three handy built-in cameras.

S TAY  C O N N E C T E D 
Set up profiles for each 
family member and sync 
calendars, leave memos, 
create to-do lists, display 
photo albums and more.

F R I D G E  M A N A G E R
Control the fridge and 
freezer temperatures, 
the customisable FlexZone 
section, ice and water 
dispenser from one 
central hub.

S A M S U N G  8 2 5 L  FA M I LY  H U B 
F R E N C H  D O O R  F R I D G E 

I N  B L A C K  S T E E L  F I N I S H 
S R F 8 2 5 B F H 4

$ 74 9 9

T O P 
R E A S O N S 
T O  B U Y



S M A R T S P L I T  D O O R 
More usable storage 
space, so you can reach 
for larger items without 
having to open both 
doors at the same time.
  
F L E X S TO R  D E S I G N
Adjustable door bins, 
shelves and different 
sized compartments make 
it easy to configure the 
storage to suit your needs.

E L E C T R O L U X  A P P
Get connected to your 
fridge to monitor and 
adjust temperature, 
receive alerts for filter 
cartridge replacement 
and more.

I C E  A N D  WAT E R 
Enjoy cold, refreshing 
drinks at any time with 
the built-in filtered ice 
and water dispenser.

E L E C T R O L U X  6 8 1 L  D A R K 
S TA I N L E S S  S T E E L 

F R E N C H  D O O R  F R I D G E 
 E H E 6 8 9 9 B A

$ 3 2 9 5

T O P 
R E A S O N S 
T O  B U Y



A  s t r e a m l i n e d  c r e a t i o n  t h a t ’ s  a s  f a s h i o n a b l e  a s  i t  i s 
f u n c t i o n a l ,  t h e  E L E C T R O L U X  6 8 1 L  D a r k  S t a i n l e s s  S t e e l 

F r e n c h  D o o r  F r i d g e  d e l i v e r s  o n  a l l  f r o n t s .

Engineered for elegance and sophistication, 
the smooth flat, handleless design of 
the ELECTROLUX 681L Dark Stainless 
Steel French Door Fridge will see it blend 
seamlessly into even the most modern and 
contemporary of kitchens. However, don’t 
be fooled by the uncluttered simplicity that 
goes into creating this stylish, minimalist 
look; a wealth of highly sophisticated 
technology lies within, complimented 
throughout by mark-resistant, real stainless 
steel of the highest quality – adding a 
touch of class that’s built to last.

F L A T  H A N D L E L E S S 
D E S I G N

Boasting FlexFresh convertible TasteLock 
Easy-Glide crispers with automatic 
humidity control, The ELECTROLUX 681L 
Dark Stainless Steel French Door Fridge 
makes it easier than ever to preserve 
the freshness and quality of your fruit 
and veg, keeping them at their best for 
longer. And for the ultimate in family 
organisation, take advantage of the 
handy SnackZone storage drawers for 
keeping all your smaller, go-to essentials 
right where you need them so you’ll 
always be prepared for the week ahead.

F L E X F R E S H

Love to entertain? The ELECTROLUX 
681L Dark Stainless Steel French 

Door Fridge does too – and features a 
fully-convertible entertainer ’s drawer 

that can be quickly and easily adjusted 
from -23 to 7 degrees Celsius. So no 

matter what the occasion calls for, from 
whipping up delicate frozen desserts 

to storing ice-cold beverages, gourmet 
meats, fresh produce, perishables and 

more, you’ll always have the flexible 
temperature zone at your fingertips 

to suit your needs.

E N T E R T A I N E R ' S 
D R A W E R

S T Y L E  A N D  D E S I G N



S e e  y o u r  k i t c h e n  i n  a n  e n t i r e l y  n e w  w a y  w i t h  t h e  c l e v e r , 
s t r e a m l i n e d  LG  5 7 0 L  S l i m  C o u n t e r  D e p t h  F r e n c h  D o o r  F r i d g e 

w i t h  I n s t a V i e w  D o o r - i n - D o o r,  i n  a  P r e m i u m  M a t t e  B l a c k  F i n i s h . 

With a stylish, efficient design boasting hidden 
hinges for a more streamlined look, the LG 
570L Slim Counter Depth French Door Fridge 
with InstaView Door-in-Door looks absolutely 
stunning in any kitchen – and will stay that 
way thanks to a bold, matte black, premium 
finish that’s resistant to fingerprints. At less 
than 900mm wide, you’ll find it fits effortlessly 
into alcoves as narrow as 850mm teamed up 
with counter depth, so you can enjoy all the 
stylish benefits of an LG French Door Fridge 
without protruding from the counter and 
restricting space in your kitchen.

P R E M I U M  F I N I S H
I N  A  S L I M  F I T

Designed to minimise odours 
throughout your fridge, LG’s clever 
Pure N Fresh air filtration system 
employs a discreet fan to actively 
force air through a carbon deodoriser, 
recirculating it across the shelves. 
Meanwhile, a Linear Cooling System 
reduces temperature fluctuations to 
help fresh produce look and taste 
its best for longer, plus a specialised 
Door Cooling system directs cold air 
from vents in the front ceiling of the 
fridge onto items stored in the top 
door baskets just seconds after the 
doors are closed. 

P U R E  A N D  F R E S H

Knock knock… and see inside. 
The intuitive, easy-to-use 

Door-in-Door feature that’s 
built into the LG 570L is so 

convenient, it will change the 
way you use your fridge. Simply 

knock twice on the sleek glass 
door panel and the interior is 

illuminated so you can instantly 
see what’s inside – without 

having to open the door and let 
the cold air escape. A perfectly 

intelligent feature for today’s 
busy, modern family. 

I N S T A V I E W

T H E  P E R F E C T  F I T



LG  5 7 0 L  S L I M  F R E N C H 
D O O R  F R I D G E  W I T H 

I N S TAV I E W  D O O R - I N - D O O R , 
I N  M AT T E  B L A C K  F I N I S H 

 G F -V 5 7 0 M B L

$ 2 9 8 8

I N S TAV I E W
Two quick knocks on 
the Door-In-Door glass 
lets you see what’s 
inside without opening 
the fridge, so no cool 
air escapes.

N AT U R E  F R E S H
A smart combination 
of Linear Cooling, 
Door Cooling and 
Pure N Fresh filtration 
minimises odours 
and keeps food 
fresher, longer.

S M A R T  S TO R A G E
A retractable shelf 
system lets you double 
the shelf height when 
you need to store tall 
and bulky containers.

S M A R T  T H I N Q
Pair your fridge to 
your compatible 
smartphone with the 
LG Smart ThinQ™ app 
to remotely adjust your 
fridge’s settings.

T O P 
R E A S O N S 
T O  B U Y



VA R I A B L E  T E M P
ActiveSmart Foodcare technology 
adapts to your usage habits, 
while the Variable Temperature 
Zone lets you set optimal cooling 
conditions.

F L E X I B L E  S TO R A G E
Conveniently large compartments 
and adjustable internal storage 
and shelving are designed to 
meet your every need.

B R I L L I A N T LY  L I T
Find your food easily thanks 
to bright LEDs throughout 
both fridge and freezer, which 
also creates a welcoming glow 
in your kitchen.

I C E  &  WAT E R
A slimline water dispenser and 
fresh ice from a dedicated freezer 
bin ensures you have ice-cold 
water on hand at any time.

F I S H E R  &  PAY K E L  6 0 5 L  B L A C K 
Q U A D  D O O R  F R E N C H  D O O R  F R I D G E 

W I T H  I C E  &  W AT E R  D I S P E N S E R

R F 6 0 5 Q D U V B 1

$ 2 9 9 5

T O P 
R E A S O N S 
T O  B U Y



T h e  F I S H E R  &  PAY K E L  6 0 5 L  Q u a d  D o o r  F r e n c h  D o o r  F r i d g e  w i t h 
I c e  &  Wa t e r  D i s p e n s e r  p r o v i d e s  a  n e w  l e v e l  o f  c o o l i n g  f l e x i b i l i t y ,  w i t h 

i n t e l l i g e n t  t e c h n o l o g y  t h a t  a d a p t s  t o  y o u r  h a b i t s .  N o w  t h a t ’ s  c o o l . 

The highlight of the FISHER & PAYKEL 605L 
Quad Door Fridge is its Variable Temperature 
Zone compartment, with four independent food 
modes allowing you to personalise your storage 
preference. Simply select the ideal conditions – 
Freezer Mode for basic frozen foods; Soft-Freeze 
Mode for gentle freezing and quick thawing; 
Chill Mode for keeping drinks perfectly cool; 
and Fridge Mode for everyday staples such 
as fruit and veg – and you’ll experience 
a new level of cooling flexibility. 

V A R I A B L E 
T E M P E R A T U R E  Z O N E

All storage elements of the FISHER & 
PAYKEL 605L Quad Door Fridge are 
engineered to suit your constantly 
evolving needs. From large fruit and 
vegetable bins and compartments to 
adjustable spill-proof glass shelves, 
adjustable door shelves, split-level 
cantilevered shelves, stackable bottle 
holders and more, you will finally have 
the flexibility you need to keep your 
food and home organised. It ’s also 
designed and built using the highest 
quality materials, including real stainless 
steel for the exterior and tempered 
glass for the interior shelving.

F L E X I B L E  S T O R A G E

The FISHER & PAYKEL 605L Quad 
Door Fridge uses ActiveSmart 

Foodcare technology to intelligently 
monitor daily use patterns and 

make micro-adjustments to 
temperature, humidity and airflow 

accordingly, so that your food 
stays fresher for longer. Thanks 

to a series of interior temperature 
sensors, independently controlled 

fans and multiple air vents, you 
can rely on a consistent and stable 

temperature throughout your 
refrigerator and freezer.

A C T I V E S M A R T

C O N F I G U R A B L E  Z O N E S

SHOP ONLINE WITH YOUR LOCAL STORE HN.COM.AU/FRENCH-DOOR-FRIDGES OR CALL 1300 464 278
Harvey Norman® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Ends 31/12/19.



Win a share of $50,000 cash just by ordering a subscription to any of our magazines. 
We have a huge range of popular magazines that will interest everyone on your gift list! 

$69.99

SAVE 
31%

12 issues for

via automatic renewal

Subscribe for your chance to 
win one of fi ve $10,000 cash prizes!

Give 
someone 

you love the  
perfect 

Christmas 
gift!

cash giveaway!

$50,000Christmas

Subscribe online at magshop.com.au/xmas21 or call 136 116 and quote M19XHMG

Competition starts on 14/10/2019 and closes 27/01/2020 at 11:59pm. The competition is open to all residents of Australia aged 18 years or over who subscribe or renew their subscription to one or more 
magazine titles or purchase any product available on Magshop (www.magshop.com.au). Competition draw will take place 10/02/2020 at 11:00am. Please see www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy for location 

of our privacy policy. For full terms and conditions of entry, visit www.magshop.com.au/christmas-tc. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546). Authorised under permit numbers: 
NSW:LTPS/19/38195, SA:T19/1553, ACT:TP 19/04195. Savings based on the Real Living magazine cover price $8.50. After the fi rst 12 issues, the subscription will automatically 

renew and be billed as $69.99 every 12 issues thereafter. Subscription renews unless cancelled.



We present to you Gift ideas for every  
budget and everyone on your list. Plinths, 
Jacqui Hudson. Milla ribbon in Red, $12.95  
for 10m, and Lizzie ribbon in Gold & White, 
$9.95 for 20m, Provincial Home Living. Turn  
the page for our stylish gift-giving guide. A

G I F T S  /  W R A P P I N G  /  A C C E S S O R I E S
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sets of occasion
Every Christmas, our favourite 

brands release specially curated 
gift sets, delivering all the best 

products in one pretty package.  
Here are our top picks from  

this year’s line-up

photography dave wheeler     styling sandy dao

@reallivingmag
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT Christmas 6.5cm votive set, $69.95, Wedgwood. ON SURFACE Porter’s Paints Castaway. Diptyque  
parfum discovery set, $166, Mecca. ON WALL Taubmans Deep Claret. Well Kit travel set, $39, The Beauty Chef. ON WALL Haymes  

Somerset. Body Double body cleanser and lotion set in Wild Rosella, $58, Leif. ON WALL Haymes Cosmic Beige (left) and Taubmans High  
Society. OPPOSITE Les Eaux De Chanel travel set, $333, David Jones. ON WALL Haymes Cosmic Beige (left) and Mexican Moonlight. A

real living
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT Beauty Sleep Collection ‘Lips & Lashes’ set, $132, Slip. ON WALL Haymes Pale Cornflower (left) and Cosmic Beige. 
Drunk Elephant ‘Shelf Respect’ day kit, $135, Mecca. ON SURFACE Porter’s Paints Fifth Avenue. Pocket Madison votive gift set, $79.95,  

Ecoya. ON WALL Haymes Mexican Moonlight. The Reveller hand and body set, $127, Aesop. ON WALL Haymes Copper Bangle. R

@reallivingmag
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The COLORBOND  steel colour swatch has been reproduced to represent actual product colour as 
accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample 
of the product before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process 
may affect colour tones. COLORBOND , BlueScope and  colour names are registered trade marks 
of BlueScope Steel Limited.  2019 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.

COLORBOND  steel in Surfmist  Matt is beautifully 

simple. When paired with natural stone, and darker 

green foliage, as seen on The Block, it offers a light 

and delicate contrast to stronger elements and 

colours – so you can truly express your style. 

Whether it’s colour, fi nish or the freedom to create, 

COLORBOND  steel Matt provides you with the 

fl exibility to realise your design vision.

Visit COLORBOND.COM/MATT or call 1800 702 764

Subtle elegance

AS SEEN ON



Bright young things Bloomingville 
mini pull-along train, $85, and Muskhane 

‘Paddy’ felt round rug in Quartz Rose (1.2m), 
$363, Leo & Bella. Raduga Grëz wooden tea 
set (not all pieces shown), $72, Liberty Fox. 
The Beige Larder handmade paper garland, 
$25, The Lost + Found Department. Oriental 

Deluxe rug in Tawny Sisal with Belgian 
Brown Cotton (1.6m x 2.3m), $765, The 

Natural Floorcovering Centre.  

lookbooks
Delightful illustrated page-turners for the little ones in your life

One Blue Shoe by Jane Godwin and Jane Reiseger A fun beginner’s introduction to learning numbers and counting. The cartoon-like 
pictures are sure to get a few giggles. Affirm Press, $19.99. My Sister by Joanna Young This heartwarming book beautifully describes the 
special relationship sisters share, with pretty illustrations and words that are easy to read and follow along to. New Frontier Publishing, $24.99. 
All The Things I Wish For You by Mark Sperring and Allison Black A magical book about following your dreams. The cover, text and 

illustrations can be customised with a name and physical characteristics to mirror the book’s recipient, which makes it the sort of gift parents will 
appreciate and the kind of bedtime story children will love. Phaidon, $42.99. Fanatical About Frogs by Owen Davey Budding zoologists and 
kids obsessed with all things green and creepy crawly will leap right into this colourful infopedia. It’s full of weird and wonderful facts, which are 
best suited to more experienced readers. Walker Books, $27.99. Zaha Hadid by Isabel Sanchez Vegara and Asun Amar This bite-sized 

biography tells the story of visionary architect Zaha Hadid, from her childhood in Baghdad to her career designing buildings all over the world. It’s 
part of the Little People, Big Dreams series, which introduces curious minds to inspiring people past and present. Murdoch Books, $19.99. R w
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The COLORBOND  steel colour swatch has been reproduced to represent actual product colour as 
accurately as possible. However, we recommend checking your chosen colour against an actual sample 
of the product before purchasing, as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process 
may affect colour tones. COLORBOND , BlueScope and  colour names are registered trade marks 
of BlueScope Steel Limited.  2019 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.

AS SEEN ON

COLORBOND  steel in Dune  Matt offers a natural, 

earthy feel, no matter what environment it’s used in. 

With a large courtyard space, Dune  Matt works to 

bring the outside in, as seen on The Block. With the use 

of natural timbers and plants that have hints of silver 

and pink, it creates a calm and invigorating space.

Whether it’s colour, fi nish or the freedom to create, 

COLORBOND  steel Matt provides you with the 

fl exibility to realise your design vision.

Visit COLORBOND.COM/MATT or call 1800 702 764

Natural harmony





give

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Chloe L’eau eau de toilette, $155 for 75ml, Myer. A spritz of this fresh floral imparts notes of rose, magnolia and citrus. Narciso Rodriguez 
Narciso Rouge eau de toilette, $159 for 90ml, Myer. This seductive scent opens with musk and unfolds with floral and woody notes that linger on the skin. Burberry Her eau 
de parfum, $180 for 100ml, David Jones. Youthful and bold, the initial burst of berry is lightened by a woody accord. Bottega Veneta Illusione eau de parfum, $185 for 75ml, 
David Jones. This blend of orange blossom, bergamot, green fig and olive wood is like a Mediterranean holiday in a bottle. Maison Margiela Replica Springtime In A Park 
eau de toilette, $170 for 100ml, Mecca. As the name suggests, this is the olfactory equivalent of a garden stroll. It’s layered with pear, bergamot and blackcurrant and a hint of 
vanilla. Gucci Bloom Ambrosia di Fiori eau de parfum, $225 for 100ml. Inspired by ancient Greek mythology, Gucci’s new floral blend is more intense than the original Bloom 
parfum. Salvatore Ferragamo Signorina Ribelle eau de parfum, $167 for 100ml, David Jones. An oriental floral that balances juicy top notes with creamy undertones. A

For a gift that leaves a lasting impression, look 
no further than these feminine fragrances

scent of a woman
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Chanel Boy eau de parfum, $285 for 75ml. An elegant fougère that transcends gender with notes of geranium, lavender, sandalwood and musk. 
Tom Ford Lavender Extreme eau de parfum, $480 for 50ml, David Jones. A modern interpretation of lavender, this parfum is a good choice for those who prefer bold scents. 
Diptyque Eau De Minthé eau de parfum, $227 for 75ml, Mecca. Diptyque’s new unisex scent combines floral notes with a refreshing, invigorating burst of mint. D.S. & Durga 
I Don’t Know What eau de parfum, $268 for 50ml, Mecca. This ‘fragrance enhancer’ can be worn alone or layered with other scents to give them extra radiance. Le Labo Thé 
Noir 29 eau de parfum, $421 for 100ml, Mecca. Inspired by black tea, the lightness of bergamot, fig and bay leaves is balanced with the alluring depth of cedar, vetiver and 
musk. Byredo Slow Dance eau de parfum, $315 for 100ml, Mecca. Redolent of warm balsamic and sweet honey, Byredo’s intoxicating scent is designed for men and women. 
Cire Trudon Médie eau de parfum, $299 for 100ml, Libertine Parfumerie. Opens with grapefruit and jasmine then leaves aromatic traces of amber and leather on the skin. R

ode to homme

Spoil your man with a signature scent that 
smells so good, you’ll want to wear it too!

@reallivingmag
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Rethink TV

Designed by Bouroullec and powered by Samsung QLED technology, The Serif is both stylish in design and stunning in 
Χ̈�ϩЇθ��αЇ�̷̈ϩцↇ�Ǯ̈ϩ��̈ϩϑ�̈���̈��Ã≣ϑ��Χ�ʒ�Χθ�ѣ̷�ⅅ�Ɵ���Ɗ�θ̈˙�ɵ��Їϩ̈˙Ї̷̷ц�̈�ϩ��θ�ϩ�ϑ�̈�ϩ��ц�Їθ�Χ�θϑ���̷�ϑϩц̷����ʒ�̈�ϩ�θ̈�θ�ʒ���θↇ

Transform the blank screen with Ambient Mode using The Serif exclusive Bouroullec palette. And with a detachable metal 
Ѥ��θ�ϑϩ��ʒ���ʒ���θ���̈�Їϑ�†‣‗ই�ʒ�ϑ̈��ⅅ�ц�Ї���и���Э��ϩ���˙θ��ʒ���ϩ��Χ̷����ц�Їθ�ƟǤ���ци��θ��̈��ц�Їθ�̷̈Ӭ���ϑΧ���ↇ

samsung.com/au/theserif



S O  G I F T E D !
With heavenly homewares, chic accessories and stocking fillers that spark joy, 

our no-hints-needed gift guide has got your Christmas shopping sorted
creative direction sandy dao     photography dave wheeler     styling lisa burden     props jacqui hudson

for quirky collectors

for fashionistas

for gadget gurus



HAND PICKED LEFT TO RIGHT Kate Banazi ‘Interactions 16’ sculpture, $855, Curatorial+Co. Octaevo ceramic tray in Nazar Yellow, $49.95, and Octaevo paper flower 
vase/greeting card in Icarus Peach, $22.95 for small, Milligram. Tom Ford Sole di Positano Acqua fragrance, $185 for 50ml, David Jones. Ortigia olive oil soaps, $25 for 

100g, Macleay on Manning. Marc Jacobs Illustrated book by Marc Jacobs, $79.95, Book Depository. Respiro ‘Alexa’ bag in Blue, $279, Valet Studio. Tjena storage box 
with lid in Green Dotted, $2.99, Ikea. Bornn enamelware marble tumblers in Blush, $29 each for small, and tray in Blush, $65, Collector Store. Studio Dokola glass straws, 

$26 each for tall, Pépite. DOIY ‘Girl Power’ vase in White, $65 for small, Until. Kenzo World Power fragrance, $140 for 50ml, Myer. Solo 3 wireless headphones in Red, 
$299.95, Beats by Dre. Organic Lava jar in Honeycomb, $160, and Glass vase in Translucent Turquoise, $429, Dinosaur Designs. Gourmet Traveller: Italian book, $59.99, 
Dymocks. A Tahaa Affair Christmas bauble candle, $14.95 for 30g, and Body Duo Christmas bonbon, $15.95, Glasshouse Fragrances. Diamonds & Pearls sunglasses, 
$250, Pared Eyewear. Flat Rock vase in Dark Turquoise, $190, Dinosaur Designs. Zephyr footed vessel in Hot Mustard, $73 for large, Urban Eden. Sake Sake scarf, $117, 

Bess. Coolum shampoo, $33, and Caloundra conditioner, $35, Summer Stories. Maguerite velvet cushion in Mustard Mint, $265, Bonnie and Neil. Christian Lacroix 
playing cards, $60, Macleay on Manning. ON TABLETOP For similar colours, try Ultra Premium Expressions interior paint in Stika and Peppy, Haymes. A

for the pal who has everything

for entertainers

for foodies

real living
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for a girlfriend

for first-time homemakers 

for your mum
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EARTHLY DELIGHTS LEFT TO RIGHT The Silver Spoon Classic book, about $87*, Phaidon. Waffle hand towel in Almond, $24.90, Paper Plane. Les Eaux de Chanel 
Paris – Biarritz body lotion, $98, and Les Exclusifs de Chanel Gardénia fragrance, $285 for 75ml, Chanel. Connie Augoustinos long necked ceramic vessel, $300, 

Pépite. Eunice Napanangka ‘Ikuntji’ cushion, $128, Koskela. Rock bowl in Melon Swirl, $75 for small, Dinosaur Designs. Sole & Mare sunglasses, $230, Pared 
Eyewear. Victoria 2.0 envelope wallet, $199, Victorinox. The Beach People linen fan in Cream, $25, Paper Plane. Small glass in Pink, $80 for 4, and large glass in 

Clear, $70 for 4, Studio Tetatet. Serax glass cocktail straws, $22.95 for 6, Milligram. Blondme All Blondes haircare set, $54.95, Schwarzkopf Professional. St Piere 
glass candlesticks in Clear (40cm), $24.95 each, holding dinner candles in Donkey, $1.50 each, Provincial Home Living. Pill+ portable wireless speaker in White, 

$249.95, Beats by Dre. Mini bead bag in Dark Cream Mix, $120, Brie Leon. Ink & Spindle ‘Spotted Quoll’ rectangle cushion in Snow, $72, Story of Things. Shell vase in 
Petal Swirl, $95 for small, Dinosaur Designs. Seashell plate in Sand, $190, En Gold. HK Living speckled clay angular vase, $99.95 for medium, House of Orange. Spiral 
bowl in Sand, $150, Dinosaur Designs. Gua Sha rose quartz facial massager, $45, Aceology. Artisan stand mixer in Almond Cream (4.8L), $899, KitchenAid. 2730 

sneakers in Pink Pale, $119.95, Superga. ON TABLETOP For similar colours, try Pure Acrylic paint in Heather and Knot, Murobond. A

for your work wife

for keen bakers

for the host
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SWEET SCENTIMENTS LEFT TO RIGHT Glass vase in Translucent Orange, $297, Dinosaur Designs. Marrakech Intense fragrance, $95 for 50ml, Aesop. Croc 
textured luggage tag in Almond, $17.99, Kikki.K. Sommar 2019 teapot in White/Yellow, $19.99, Ikea. Lola James Harper ‘Rainy Days’ candle, $79 for 190g, 
Libertine Parfumerie. Okay Lady ‘She Chills’ mindful 400-piece puzzle, $79, Story of Things. Joline hairclips in Dove and Dusty Pink ,$40 for 2, Valet Studio. 

Washed woven bolster cushion in Chestnut, $95, Paper Plane. Alvar cushion in Duck Egg Blue, $115, Coco Republic. Wundaire ‘ROYGBIV’ bowl, $98 for 2, and 
incense stick holder, $22, Maker’s Mrkt. Natalie Rosin ‘Montage No.4’ sculpture, $480, Curatorial+Co. Erin Lightfoot ‘Boat’ vase in Light Room, $98, and ‘Bud’ 
vase in Light Room, $63, Story of Things. Instax Mini 90 Neo Classic camera in Brown, $219, Fujifilm. Breaking Ground: Architecture by Women book by Jane Hall, 

$59.95, Booktopia. Bess ‘Yaki Yaki’ scarf, $120, Maker’s Mrkt. Monroe cork coasters, $13 for 4, Paper Plane. Slowdown Studio ‘Molina’ knitted blanket, $310, 
Maker’s Mrkt. The Camille bag in Muted Brown Patent, $189, Brie Leon. Bioactive collagen booster supplement, $124.95, Mukti. Aerin Éclat de Vert fragrance, 
$320 for 50ml, David Jones. Personalised water bottle in Terracotta, $35.90, Beysis. Bec + Bridge x Pared ‘Petite Amour’ sunglasses, $250, Pared Eyewear. 
Glass vase in Translucent Turquoise, $297, Dinosaur Designs. Cotton tea towels in Rust and Turmeric, $25 each, Mavis & Osborn. ON TABLETOP For similar 

colours, try Eggshell Acrylic paint in White Sand, Porter’s Paints, and Ultra Premium Expressions interior paint in Great Canyon, Haymes. A

for beauty connoisseurs

for young creatives

for homebodies



for your gym buddy

for an inspiring woman

for a health nut
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LIGHT UP LEFT TO RIGHT Viento double glass hurricane/vase, $59.95 for large, Papaya. Cotton hand towel in Klein Blue, $30, Mavis & Osborn. La Prairie Skin 
Caviar Eye Lift serum, $655, David Jones. Ocean cushion in Yves Klein Blue, $155, Bonnie and Neil. Viento double glass hurricane/vases, $49.95 for medium and 

$39.95 for small, Papaya. Milligram Studio x One Design Office desk lamp in Green, $279, Milligram. Bottega Veneta Illusione For Him fragrance, $115 for 50ml, 
David Jones. VertuoPlus coffee machine, $249, Nespresso. WF-1000XM3 wireless noise cancelling headphones in Platinum Silver, $399.95, Sony. 2020 weekly 
diary in Gold, $39.99, An Organised Life. Smith & Cult Nailed Lacquer nail polish in Glass Souls, $32, Sephora. Natalie Rosin ‘Montage No.8’ sculpture, $320, 
Curatorial+Co. The Carry-On suitcase in Jewel Blue, $375, Away. Kinto ‘Luna’ vases in Brown, $59.95 for large and $49.95 for small, Milligram. Evo Highly Gifted 

Box O’Bollox Trio Christmas haircare set, $72, Adore Beauty. Gruppera napkin in White/Black, $5.99 for 6, Ikea. eb Ceramics whiskey cup in Pierre Jaune, $64, 
and cake plate in Pierre Jaune, $36, Pépite. Ceramica Salerno pasta bowl in Piazza (21cm), $9.95, Maxwell & Williams. Vitamin T: Threads and Textiles in 

Contemporary Art book, $100, Book Depository. Glass vase in Translucent Yellow, $330, Dinosaur Designs. Brass bookmarks in Blue/Stripes and Yellow/Stripes, 
$26 each, Paper Plane. A5 notebook holder in Indigo, $45.99, Kikki.K. Flat Rock vase in Honeycomb, $190, Dinosaur Designs. ON TABLETOP For similar  

colours, try Ultra Premium Expressions interior paint in Hello Yellow, Haymes, and Chalk paint in Napoleonic Blue, Annie Sloan. A

for your secret santa

for your other half

for budding decorators
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for jetsetters

for avid readers
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for at-home art curators

for a colleague

for music fiends
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a gift that lasts all year Prolong the festive feels with a subscription to their fave magazine – real living, of course! See p32 for details



FROM THE ART LEFT TO RIGHT Three Glasses artwork by Amber Kingi (76cm x 91cm), $1990 unframed, Curatorial+Co. Kinto ‘Remix Don’ bowls in Track 01 and 
Track 02, $34.95 each, Milligram. Nest Hub Max home device, $349, Google Store. Condor sneakers, $200, Veja. Respiro ‘Sienna’ bag, $349, Valet Studio. 

Wonderboom 2 speaker in Just Peach, $129.95, Ultimate Ears. House Doctor ‘Togo’ ceramic travel mug in Light Blue, $39.95, Milligram. Sweet Pea & Jasmine mini 
gift set with candle and diffuser, $39.95, Ecoya. Leather pencil case in Almond, $25.99, Kikki.K. Hibi ‘Traditional Scent’ incense sticks in Sandalwood, $11.95 for 
5, Milligram. Bvlgari Rose Goldea Blossom Delight fragrance, $182 for 75ml, Myer. Tom Dixon ‘Bump’ vase, $350, Macleay on Manning. Travel essentials kit (4 x 

75ml products), $69, Leif. Holly Ryan x Pared ‘Serra’ sunglasses, $260, Pared Eyewear. Gemma Patford ‘Original’ coasters, $44 for 5, Story of Things. Atlas of 
Mid-Century Modern Houses book by Dominic Bradbury, about $218*, Phaidon. Jumble Garden cushion, $109, Castle. Ellis Brooklyn Myth hydraparfum gel, 
$107, Mecca. Have You Met Miss Jones ‘Khamsa’ vase, $92 for small, Macleay on Manning. Ouai North Bondi fragrance, $87 for 50ml, Sephora. Go Georgette 

scarf, $276, Bess. Ambient lamp in Red, $129, Milligram. 2020 A4 bonded leather weekly diary in Vintage Rose, $59.99, Kikki.K. Kinto ‘Remix Don’ bowl in Track 
03, $34.95, Milligram. ON TABLETOP For similar colours, try Chalk paint in Rodmell, Annie Sloan, and Pure Acrylic paint in Almore, Murobond. R

for design buffs

for fans of colour
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live FOR SUMMER
At Beacon Lighting you’ll find Australia’s largest range of ceiling fans - from 
decorative styles to slimline designs that blend effortlessly into any interior.

live brighter

advice?NEED
Beacon Design Studio lighting designers can transform your home 

or commercial space into a designer dream. We’ll create a customised 
lighting plan to help you live brighter and love the space you are in. 

Book in-store or online at beaconlighting.com.au

CLIMATE III DC fan in white with white wash oak reversible blades. Light adaptable $399. Prices correct at time of printing. 



 ...AND UNDER  1 A5 notebook in Vintage Rose, $9.99, Kikki.K. 2 Slim ballpoint pens in Vintage Rose, $9.99 for 4, Kikki.K. 3 Stationery lover tote 
bag, $9.99, Kikki.K. 4 Scrunchie in Sunburnt Orange and tie-dye scrunchie in Warm Tan, $9.95 each, Seed, and satin polka-dot scrunchie in Mustard, 
$9.95, Sportsgirl. 5 Rogue artificial butterfly orchid in smooth pot, $9.95, Victoria’s Basement. 6 Festive nail polishes in Magic Circus and Magic Snow, 

$8.50 each, Mavala. 7 Vinter 2019 doormat, $9.99, Ikea. 8 Maileg ‘My Sweet Tooth’ box in Gold, $7.95, Hip Kids. 9 Ombre Home ‘Beautiful Blossom’ 
speckle vase, $8, Spotlight. 10 Initial earrings, $9.95, Seed. 11 Mes Homewares ‘Candy Stripe’ tea light candleholders, $7.95 each, Zanui. 12 Darrell  

Lea ‘Rocklea Road’ chocolate in Dark Chocolate, $5.99, Myer. 13 Amser hourglass in Rose, $8.50, Freedom. 14 Sit Stay Society ‘Max’s Cabernet  
Malbec’ and ‘Toby’s Shiraz Tempranillo’ half-bottle wines, $10 each, BWS. 15 Yolk eggcup in Pink, $7.70, Bendo. 16 Eco-friendly string bag in Natural, 

$5.95, Pillowtalk. 17 Ridged round tealight holders in Amber, $10 each, Domayne. 18 Beaded hair ties in Neutral, $9.95 for 8, Seed. A   

You’ve drawn your name and got your budget, now browse our Secret Santa 
ideas guaranteed to please everyone from colleagues to kids and crazy aunts!

kringle all the way
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for the homemaker
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$

books for all

sustainable find

for the kids

 ...AND UNDER  1 Bad Dream Buster calming room mist, $15, and Sud Bud body wash/bubble bath, $25, Gro-To Skincare. 2 Star ornament set,  
$19 for 4, Freedom. 3 Oh Happy Day teabag trio, $18, T2. 4 Bluetooth portable speaker in Pink, $15, Kmart. 5 Rocky Coast From Above art print, $18 for A4  

unframed, Print & Proper. 6 Manon vessel in Rose (15cm), $24, Freedom. 7 Coconutter cracker, $19.95, Lanolips. 8 Amora mirrored trinket box in Blush, $19.95, Pillow 
Talk. 9 Leather cardholder in Mint, $19.99, Kikki.K. 10 Limited-edition Crafters Union x Ginger & Smart Sauvignon Blanc wine, $20, BWS. 11 Beeswax wraps in Red, 
$24.95, TK Maxx. 12 Leadlight gift bonbon, $19.90, Haigh’s Chocolates. 13 Beach pillow in Malibu, $24.95, Sunnylife. 14 Monty Jar candle in Wild Strawberry Frose, 

$19.95, Ecoya. 15 Initial keyring, $20, LMND. 16 My Sweet Essentials ornament in Almond, $25, L’Occitane. 17 Heart pot in Red, $22, Jones & Co. 18 Star Wars  
Where’s the Wookiee 3 book, $20, ASOS. 19 Eddie Woo’s Magical Maths book, $19.99, Pan Macmillan. 20 Normal People novel by Sally Rooney, $14.95, Booktopia.  

21 Peter Lehmann Portrait Grenache rose, $19.99, Vintage Cellars. 22 Cool cake rack in Yellow, $22, Bendo. A
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All of the things that are most important to you will pass through your front door. That’s why 
a Parkwood door is built to see you through it all. Our doors are constructed from the most 
durable, quality materials available, so they’ll stand the test of time for years to come, seeing 
you through the ins and outs of life’s little moments and your biggest achievements.

parkwooddoors.com.au       sales@parkwooddoors.com.au

OPENING AND CLOSING 
AROUND YOUR LIFE’S MOST 

IMPORTANT MOMENTS.



$

3

one for littlies

for the foodies

 ...AND UNDER  1 Checked mini vase, $32, Jones & Co. 2 Raya napkins in Cobalt, $49.95 for 4, Country Road. 3 Inflatable penguin water mat, $29.95, Sunnylife.  
4 Natio ‘All Day’ suncare beach bag gift set, $39.95, David Jones. 5 Mercator ‘Lucy’ table lamp in Blush, $38.95, Zanui. 6 Contrast edge sun hat, $49.95, Seed.  

7 Panama hair scarf/scrunchie, $49.95, Mimco. 8 David Shrigley ‘Kindness’ tea towel, $45, Third Drawer Down. 9 2017 Ridge of Tears Shiraz Orange wine, $50,  
Logan Wines. 10 Natural lip palette, $49.95, Karen Murrell. 11 Crew string backpack, $39.95, Country Road. 12 L’Eau D’Ambre Extreme body lotion, $49, Libertine 

Parfumerie. 13 Round beakers, $40 each, Studio Enti. 14 Paul Smith classic stripe pencil gift set in Black, $30, ASOS. 15 Luke Edward Hall ‘Stars’ hardcover  
notebook, $34.99, Papier. 16 Rocky Road shoulder apron in Natural, $45, Worktones. 17 Early Harvest extra virgin olive oil, $36.95, The Wild Olive. 18 Ceramic 
watering jug, $49.95, Robert Gordon. 19 Just George cookbook, $50, Hardie Grant. 20 Talo carafe, $39.95, Country Road. 21 Summer limited-edition Littlelux  

reusable coffee cup in Noosa Sky, $39.95, Luxey Cup. 22 The Foggy Dog ‘Aspen’ plaid flannel bandana, $34, Topdog Boutique. R
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Affordable Design for the Modern Home
Authentic Designs  |  10 Year Warranty

Free Fabric Swatches  |  14 Day Easy Returns  |  Zip Pay Available castlery.com.au

1300 345 868

Australia’s Online

Destination for

Designer Furniture



Q-CELLS-Australia.com/energyindependence

*As of end of 2018, including Hanwha Q CELLS and Advanced Material

TEL: 1 800 Q CELLS | Hanwha Q CELLS Australia Pty Ltd

COMPLETE 
POWER

THE COMPLETE HOME POWER SOLUTION

We’re rethinking power in ways that make more sense for today 

and tomorrow. Pairing one of the world’s most advanced solar 

panels, the Q.PEAK DUO-G6+ with Q.HOME energy storage, 

creating one complete home power solution. 

Tomorrow’s technology today. Powerful warranties with local 

support you can count on from the No. 1 solar cell manufacturer 

in the world*. Get COMPLETE POWER from Q CELLS.

Discover why Q CELLS is the smartest choice you’ll ever make. 
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Santa’s little helper Having presents 
delivered by this little cutie sounds like 
a pretty perfect Christmas to us! Turn 
the page to see how four households 
like to spend the holiday season. A

real living
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A beachside location, rowdy guests and way too much food – this 
family celebration has all the hallmarks of a traditional Aussie Christmas

M E R R Y 

A N D

B R I G H T

@reallivingmag
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words stephanie hope     photography lynden foss     styling sarah ellison
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A MORNING WALK ALONG THE BEACH, a eucalyptus wreath at the door and seafood and salad for lunch. Claire Alexander-Johnston 
may be British born, but her Christmas celebrations are as Australian as they come. The dynamic mother-of-four – who, thanks to her 
funny and honest accounts of life with young kids, has amassed a huge Instagram following under the handle Jetsetmama – spends 
each festive season with her young family at their beach house in the NSW coastal town of Brunswick Heads. “It’s a classic Australian 
‘bricks and tiles’ house from the ’70s, sandwiched between the river and the ocean,” says Claire. “When we’re here, we get to live this 
incredible outdoorsy life – surfing, swimming or ducking to the river for a stand-up paddle. It’s always loud, chaotic and colourful!”
THE MORE THE MERRIER Each Christmas morning, the young family wake up early for Santa sacks, coffee and croissants, before 
playing host to their extended family… and usually a few ring-ins! “We have an open-door policy after lunch, and it can get a bit out of 
hand,” Claire admits. Old English traditions mix in with Claire’s newly adopted Aussie ones – the previously mentioned seafood lunch  
is followed by a “proper” Christmas dinner with all the trimmings, carols are wholeheartedly sung, and once the kids are tucked up in 
bed, the board games commence. “No one gets out of the games!” she says. “It’s an essential part of Christmas.”
ALL WRAPPED UP A self-confessed “Christmas control freak”, Claire puts a lot of thought into the day. “I start planning food from 
July,” she jokes. Her decorations change each year, depending entirely on her mood. “Last year I decorated a full-sized palm tree with 
fluoro balls and an obnoxious amount of tinsel. This year I’m feeling much more minimalistic and eco-friendly, using Australiana foliage 
and a pastel palette.” The table is laid with masses of eucalyptus and gold charger plates to “make it feel a bit special”, while gifts are 
wrapped in butchers paper and upcycled ribbons. “I like to give my kids something they can use again and again, that doesn’t require 
batteries, because who can be bothered to find batteries and screwdrivers on Christmas Day?” she says in her typical sage style. R

who lives here? 
Claire Alexander-Johnston, stay-at-home mum, her husband Rich,  

co-CEO of online travel company TripADeal, and their children Atlas, 7, Everest, 5,  
Zephyr, 3, and newborn, Citizen.  @jetsetmama  |  Tripadeal.com.au A

Lap time Claire and Zephyr enjoy a cuddle on the beach. “I’m from the UK originally and have fully embraced this lifestyle as though I’ve always lived it,” says Claire, 
who was pregnant with Citizen when these photos were taken. Boxed up As the eldest, Atlas (above left and opposite) takes his present-giving duties (mostly) 
seriously. Take the lead (Opposite, top right) Everest, Atlas, Zephyr and Claire head upstairs. “We’ve managed to keep the home’s facade basically untouched, 
which I love,” she says. Dune buddies Everest and Atlas in the Brunswick dunes (bottom, right). Lounge around The living room (bottom, left) features a Joe 
sofa from MCM House, Sarah Ellison ‘Paloma’ coffee table and cushions from Bonnie and Neil, Eadie Lifestyle and These Walls. The resin clamshell is by Markett. 

@reallivingmag
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Leave me hanging Everest (aka Sochi) carries a handmade wreath by Wilderness Flowers, which hangs at the home’s entrance (below). A Tigmi 
Trading bag rests on the custom bench. Natural setting Vorsen chairs sit at the marble dining table, also custom-made. Claire sets it with Nikau 
plates and glassware and a yellow dish from Markett. A bunch of eucalyptus from Wilderness Flowers and a garland made from strips of cotton hang 
above. Easy breezy In the kitchen (opposite), a wooden Christmas tree from Spotlight perches on the retro Smeg fridge. “I usually have a very 
maximalist style,” Claire admits. “But for our beach house we wanted something super pared-back and uncluttered so there’s less to keep tidy.”  

@reallivingmag
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style tip Furnish your holiday house with items that will  
retain its nostalgic essence. Think vintage lamps, retro-esque 

appliances and materials evocative of its era A

homes

real living
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style tip An outdoor shower is an ideal addition if you live by the beach.  
Include hooks close by to hang towels, damp cossies and wetsuits A

@reallivingmag
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Old-school cool A rattan bedhead from GlobeWest continues the retro beach vibes, as do the Society6 framed print and Fat Shack Vintage lamp.  
A pink bedspread from I Love Linen and palm-print cushions from These Walls provide a glimpse of Claire’s maximialist tendencies. The stars on the 
wall are Tigmi Trading. Passing shower Tiles by Sarah Ellison form the base of the outdoor shower (opposite). Yellow towel by The Beach People.

homes

real living
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Dual purpose A double vanity helps cater for a crowd! The shell vase and palm leaf are both Nikau. All present The family’s gifts have 
been wrapped with butchers paper from Officeworks and gold marble paper from Vandoros Fine Packaging, and tied with mustard ribbon 
from Spotlight. Here to stay In one of the guest bedrooms, a large rattan wardrobe provides ample storage. The bed is made with I Love 
Linen sheets, while a vanity corner consists of a Fenton&Fenton pouf and Life Interiors mirror. The candlestick is from Markett. 

@reallivingmag
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1 
Choose a decor style 
completely different to 
what you have back home. 
Your stay will feel all the 
more special surrounded 
by new and novel things, 
creating a true home-
away-from-home feeling.

2
Ensure you have enough 
places to sit and sleep for 
all your guests. Trundles, 
portacots and stacking 
chairs are great space-
saving options. Stock up 
on plates, glasses, cutlery 
and towels, too!

3 
Encourage everyone to 
switch off completely by 
forgoing the TV and (if 
you’re game!) WiFi. Instead, 
embrace simple pleasures 
like board games, backyard 
cricket and hunting for 
seashells at the beach. A

ways to enhance your  
holiday experience

homes
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Viewing platform The balcony is Claire’s 
favourite spot. “I love the tiles with the 
terrazzo Fenton&Fenton stools, the hanging 
chair from Byron Bay Hanging Chairs and 
most importantly, the people watching.”

@reallivingmag
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16

Colours and finishes
FROM LEFT West Coast tiles, $189 per sq m, Sarah Ellison x Teranova. 
Kaboodle cut-to-measure benchtop in Cookie Cream (60cm wide), $167 per 
linear m, Bunnings. Craft wrapping paper in Brown, $4.99 for 5m, Typo. 
Double Square breeze blocks in White, from $16.50 each, Cubic Products. 

1 Bronte 3-seater sofa in Light Grey Italian linen, $2499, Lounge Lovers. 2 Washed woven bolster cushion cover in Pumpkin, $59.90, Città. 3 Tiny Shells cushion  
in Wheat, $165, Bonnie and Neil. 4 Geo Forest wrapping paper, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. 5 Holiday hanging stars with beads, $16.95 for 4, Papaya. 6 Chris 

Christenson ‘Fish’ surfboard in Orange, $1215, Sanbah Surf. 7 The Palm rattan hanging chair, $590, Fenton&Fenton. 8 Spot votives in Yellow, $85 for 5, Hay. 
9 Sarah Ellison ‘Paloma’ coffee table, $1695, Life Interiors. 10 Peter McCarthy ‘Speckle’ jug (7.5cm), $95, Elph Store. 11 Fab28 ’50s retro-style refrigerator/

freezer in Mint Green, $2990, Smeg. 12 Tait pouf in Canary Yellow, $109, Castlery. 13 Ho Ho Ho gift tag, $12.95 for 6, Bespoke Letterpress. 14 Squirrel 
customisable Christmas card set, from $59 for 10, Papier. 15 Terrazzo hourglass stump in Soft Pink, $450, Fenton&Fenton. 16 HK Living large terracotta shell  

vase, $59, House of Orange. 17 Rogue ‘Wattle Grove’ eucalyptus spray (78cm), $14.95, Myer. 18 Double satin ribbon in Antique Gold, Vandoros Fine  
Packaging. 19 3D wooden Christmas tree, $6.59 for 4, CleverPatch. 20 Francheville willow wreath (30cm), $17, Spotlight. 

shop it! Follow Claire’s pared-back approach to Christmas decorating
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Bright colours and flamboyant florals are the key to evoking  
a playful Christmas charm in this expertly eclectic Danish home

words eva-marie wilken & kate hassett     photography martin sølyst/living inside   

C H R I S T M A S

I N 

F U L L  B L O O M
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Retro revolution The soft purple walls of this home are the perfect 
background for a bold gallery wall of art. Pieces from Eske Kath (left), 
Cathrine Raben Davidsen (right) and Jakob Steen (below left) are joined 
by the Imago brass mirror object. The clever Samsung ‘The Frame’ TV 
(below right) also displays works of art when not in use. A

homes



who lives here? 
Cathrine de Lichtenberg, a consultant, her husband Anders  

and their dog Pedersen. @cathdelichtenberg A

Old flame The open fire is a gathering point during the Christmas period as it warms the home and provides a cosy atmosphere. The mantel is adorned with 
eclectic pieces like the vintage Bjørn Wiinblad candleholder, ceramic vase and an artwork from photographer Morten Nordstrøm. The Christmas tree is dressed 
with baubles from Plantorama, Flying Tiger ornaments and homemade dehydrated citrus fruit decorations. Sweet treats The cutest chocolate penguin and 
various sweet temptations from the Christmas markets are displayed alongside Louise Roe glasses and candles from Ester & Erik. The cream marble coffee table 
is from Fritz Hansen. Blank canvas The relatively minimalist Uno Form kitchen (opposite) has been brought to life with spectacular flower arrangements that 
mirror the pastel pink walls and soften the hard line of the Anour steel pendant light. The beautiful brass IC pendant hanging by the window is from Flos. 
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“THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT CHRISTMAS  
that creates room for joy, fun and excitement,” 
says self-confessed Christmas fanatic Cathrine  
de Lichtenburg, the owner of this apartment in 
leafy Frederiksberg. “I do like traditions, but 
Christmas also presents us with the possibility to 
break the rules and keep it open to interpretation 
by adding details that make it fun and playful.”
FESTIVE FAVOURITES Every year, Cathrine 
sets herself a fun design challenge that involves 
selecting a colour palette or theme, and sticking 
within those parameters. “I tend to sit on the edge 
of excess, so I do have to hold myself back and 
not go overboard,” says Cathrine, who shares the 
home with her husband Anders. “In my day-to- 
day decorating, I like to use two to three different 
colours per room and create a calm background 
to give the more exuberant ideas room to move.” 
This same idea is carried through to Christmas, 
where she has selected a warm colour palette of 
soft oranges, vibrant pinks and bold crimson reds. 
FLOWER POWER In every room, impressive 
floral creations insert a sense of occasion and  
familiarity. “On top of that, I’ve decided that this  
year, Christmas should be filled with flowers!”  
she adds. And we’re not talking your average 
bouquet. The house is filled with fabulously OTT 
leaf creations hanging from the windows and 
ceilings, as well as elaborate arrangements that 
feature bright spray-painted monstera leaves and 
flowers garnished with dried ferns and vibrant 
baubles. “It’s been so much fun creating these 
flower formations,” says Cathrine. “I wanted them 
to hang like elaborate sculptures, to challenge  
the idea of ‘good taste’ and contrast with the 
traditional architectural details of our home as  
a funky juxtaposition to the finer elements.” R
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style tip Adding layers to existing pieces is an easy 
way to decorate for Christmas without breaking the 

bank. Think throws, candles and cushions A 

Deco details Beautiful rose-coloured Murano vases hold red berries that mirror the fairylights outside. 
On show Sculptural designer elements in neutral colours make this part of the living room stand out. The 
flagline chair designed by Hans Wegner, paired with the recycled plastic Yume Delta stool and a structural 
rice paper lamp by Isamu Noguchi, is the perfect place to sit and enjoy the fireplace on cold winter nights. 
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Pretty parcels The advent wreath that Cathrine created in collaboration with Bike & Bloom is bursting with handpainted hydrangeas, natural reeds and a mix  
of dried flowers, which perfectly match the presents wrapped in paper from Panduro Hobby. Deep blue Another Bike & Bloom wreath contrasts against the navy 
front door and is decorated with spray-painted helichrysum and hydrangeas. Laid back The sofa from Eilersen (opposite), together with the rich velvet curtains, 
creates a cosy and inviting vibe, while the mid-century modern Sputnik chandelier by Paul de Haan for Jolina draws the eye upwards and centres the room.

style tip Spray-paint flowers to add pops of long-lasting colour to your festive displays A
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1 
Before you style the 
room, think about 
the layout. Where 
will your item(s) sit in 
the space? Will they 
work in a vignette 
with other pieces or 
shine on their own? 

2
Decide on a colour 
palette early on and 
stick to it. This could 
mean keeping within 
a colour family or 
using cool or warm 
tones to guide your 
decorating choices. 

3 
Creating a focal 
point in each room 
with something like  
a beautiful piece of 
furniture or striking 
artwork will ensure 
the space  doesn’t 
feel overwhelming. 

4
Eclectic styling 
doesn’t mean that 
your walls need to 
be white. Choose  
a pale colour from 
your palette and 
use it to create  
a cohesive space. A

how to create harmony using eclectic pieces
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Rest and restore Furniture in the bedroom is kept simple with floral ‘Pompadour’ 
wallpaper from Poppykalas the hero. Cushions from & Drape and Tiny Tiny bedlinen 
carry through the colour scheme from the rest of the home. The bedside table is 
made from reclaimed wood and was designed by Piet Hein Eek. 
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Pull up a chair Inspired by Hans Christian Andersen’s tale of The 
Steadfast Tin Soldier, Cathrine’s table features a wooden soldier by 
Kay Bojesen and Georg Jensen tablecloth. Arne Jacobsen dining 
chairs and a Constance Guisset pendant light add a luxurious touch.
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1

Colours and finishes
FROM LEFT Tembok Harlequin wallpaper in Blue, $88.90 for 10m, Annandale 
Wallpapers. Canterbury velvet curtains in Storm Blue, from $88 each, Blinds Online. 
Aqua Satin Enamel paint in Currarong, $107.10 for 4L, Porter’s Paints. British Paints 
Clean & Protect low-sheen interior paint in Rose Candle, $69 for 4L, Bunnings.

1 Orion 5-light pendant in Black/Smoke, $399, Beacon Lighting. 2 Bunny Blossom print, about $36.90*, Kozyndan. 3 Seth dining chair in Coffee Leather, $395, 
Trit House. 4 Pine & Red Berry Christmas wreath, $149, Temple & Webster. 5 Asha rug (2.3m x 1.6m), $199, Matt Blatt. 6 Stemless glasses in Pink, $15 for 6, Kmart.  

7 Cotton velvet cushion cover in Peony, $39.90, Città. 8 Draper velvet 3-seater sofa in Navy, $1899, Lounge Lovers. 9 Swedish star Nordic decoration in Rose 
Gold, $25.99, Kikki.K. 10 Christmas Nordic organiser in Poppy Red, $16.99, Kikki.K. 11 Anne Black matte Christmas baubles in Red, Grey, Jade and Green, from 
$20 each, Elevate Design. 12 Colour vase in Pink, $110 for medium, Hay. 13 Boculair ‘Chic Bloom’ pink Stripe vase, $30, Spotlight. 14 Sannolik vase, $6.99, Ikea. 

15 Raphiella ribbon in Dusty Pink, $16 for 200m, The Wrapping Paper Company. 16 Pearl counter roll wrapping paper in Copper, $39 for 50m, The Wrapping Paper 
Company. 17 United Strangers Canggu side table, $850, Matt Blatt. 18 Lrnce No13 vase, $380, Tigmi Trading.

shop it! Layer up with warm tones and pops of bold colour 
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Blooming with Moroccan-style florals, mistletoe and a few festive trees, 
this Copenhagen home puts a sensual spin on Christmas tradition

words malue petersen & lindyl crabb     photography birgitta wolfgang bjørnvad/sisters agency 

L E T

N A T U R E

S I N G
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Strokes of midnight Simple yet sophisticated, the hallway sets the 
tone for the rest of the home. The walls, doors and ceiling are painted 
black to create a cocoon-like effect (and cleverly conceal the room’s 
built-in closets). Here, colour is the hero, so a mirror from AYTM and 
French doors with carved panels are the only decoration needed. A
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Just desserts Risalamande, a traditional Danish dessert, is 
given a modern update with the addition of pomegranate seeds. 
Taking shape A pair of velvet &Tradition chairs tactfully face  
the tree, which creates a festive focal point in the living room 
(opposite). The large monochromatic painting is by Malene Birger.

THE FESTIVITIES ARE IN FULL SWING at Birgitta Wolfgang Bjørnvad’s house when you hear the clink of Champagne coupes and the 
dulcet tones of jazz music. For Birgitta, Christmas is an elegant affair, a chance to embrace more opulent style choices, to spend time 
with loved ones at home – and to celebrate! The interiors photographer travels regularly for work, but when December rolls around she 
takes a break and turns her creativity to putting up decorations and hosting parties with her husband Lasse. “I try to buy gifts early so  
I have time on the weekends to have friends over,” Birgitta says. “I love throwing dinner parties when our home smells like Christmas.”
NORDIC & NICE Unsurprisingly, Birgitta’s raw, feminine style is heavily influenced by her work, and her renovated 1940s villa reflects 
her love of modern and classic design. “When December arrives I don’t really change my interior, but every year I have a theme,” she 
says. “My daughter Alba and I decorate with spruce, mistletoe and Christmas trees of all sizes in different rooms. This time of year is 
cold and grey in Denmark so we invite nature into our home.” The family visit a nearby forest and pick their own trees, which Birgitta 
and Alba decorate with new objects and old heirlooms, while a wreath on the door and twinkling tea lights add warmth and charm. 
WITH A TWIST This year’s festive theme was inspired by Birgitta’s travels and the folk tale Arabian Nights. The dining table is decked 
with a Moroccan-style mix of colourful glassware, candleholders, hydrangeas, roses, pomegranates and figs, and Birgitta has chosen 
gift wrap and tree ornaments in the same palette. Of course, the lavish table is accompanied by delicious food and by the time guests 
arrive, mouth-watering aromas are wafting from the kitchen. “We celebrate Christmas on December 24 and my husband and I prepare 
dinner together,” she says. “It’s very traditional with duck, roast potatoes and red cabbage.” For dessert there’s risalamande, a Danish 
rice pudding, and in keeping with the theme, Birgitta says, “It’s getting a twist with pomegranate seeds instead of the usual cherries”. R
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who lives here? 
Birgitta Wolfgang Bjørnvad, an interiors photographer, her husband 
Lasse Bjørnvad, a scenographer and tour manager, their son Hector, 

22, and daughter Alba, 16. Birgittawolfgangdrejer.com A
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Make a scene Framed by a window, Birgitta’s collection of black and white photography ties the living space to the 
view outside. Hygge at home Grey linen curtains soften the dining area and temper the bright sunlight. The chairs 
are &Tradition, the white rippled sofa is from Sweden, the lamp is a Serge Mouille design and the framed artwork is 
by Birgitta. Present moment In keeping with this year’s scheme, gifts (opposite) are wrapped in shades of pink, 
grey and cocoa, while shiny ribbons and metallic string add sophisticated sparkle. The angel is from Walther & Co. 

style tip Put your tree trimmings to good use and add them to posies, 
hang them like mistletoe, or like Birgitta, scatter sprigs across your table A
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Raise your glass Italian Champagne coupes placed on a Tom 
Dixon side table create luxe hotel vibes. With love Greeting cards, 
a Peter Lindbergh fashion photography tome and glittery cottages 
from Tine K Home double as decorations (opposite). “We don’t 
often receive handwritten letters, so at Christmas I take the time  
to write them and hope to receive them as well,” Birgitta says. A
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Spread of roses Strewn with ripe fruits and fragrant  
flowers, Birgitta’s lush tablescape appeals to all the senses.  
Golden rings A delicate metal festoon from Walther & Co  
dangles on the tree like a piece of fine jewellery (opposite). A 
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Winter warmers When Birgitta and Lasse venture out into the snow, a plaid blanket and glass of red wine help take the 
chill off. Private label The door to the bathroom doesn’t have a lock so a discreet ‘Do not disturb’ sign from a hotel is used 
to indicate when it’s occupied. Scentual feeling In contrast to the bright living space, the bathroom (opposite) features 
dark wall and floor tiles. Sprigs of greenery and room fragrances from Aesop and Cire Trudon enhance the day-spa vibes.

1 
Create a beautiful 
first impression with 
a vase of flowers or 
foliage by the front 
door. Natives such 
as Christmas bush 
and grevillea are 
top seasonal picks.

2
Leave a few books, 
magazines or photo 
albums open on the 
coffee table. They’re 
great for starting 
conversations and 
making guests feel 
instantly at home.

3 
Refill your soap 
dispensers, have 
clean hand towels 
on stand-by and 
light a scented 
candle to ensure 
your bathroom 
stays fresh all day.

4
Create a kit with 
travel-sized shower 
products, spare 
toothbrushes, 
face wipes and 
a phone charger 
for visitors who 
stay the night. A

prepare your home for party season
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Festive fusion This table setting puts an exotic twist on the traditional 
family dinner. Each place is set with an Illums Bolighus plate, a Tine K 
Home napkin and Ikea glassware. Frama candleholders, Menu decanters, 
an amber vase by Blooming and small Fil de Fer vases create a sense of 
abundance, while spruce sprigs keep the overall look seasonal.

@reallivingmag
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13

Colours and finishes
FROM LEFT Quick-Step ‘Eligna’ laminate flooring in Bleached White Teak, 
$49.50 per sq m, Choices Flooring. Aina curtain in Dark Grey, $89 for pair, 
Ikea. I.D. Advanced Ultra low-VOC interior paint in Colorbond Night Sky, 
$92.40 for 4L, Wattyl. Brae tablecloth in White, $99.95, Country Road.

1 Söderhamn 3-seat sofa with open end in Finnsta White, $769, Ikea. 2 Cire Trudon ‘Ernesto’ Christmas candle, $140 for 270g, Scout House. 3 Love Covers All 
framed art print, $190 for large, Blacklist Store. 4 Yorke 1-light floor lamp in Black/Brass, $269, Beacon Lighting. 5 Jeff candleholder in Brass, $159 for small, 
AC-S. 6 Jubla unscented chandelier candle in White, $9.99 for 20, Ikea. 7 Veritas coupe glass, $119.96 for 2, Riedel. 8 Cushla side table in Black Marble, $349, 

Brosa. 9 Network Rugs ‘Manhattan’ stylish handmade rug in Charcoal (2.25m x 1.55m), $1250, Temple & Webster. 10 Humphrey Mya occasional chair in Coral, 
$2065, GlobeWest. 11 Luxe wrapping paper in French Vanilla, $9.99 for 3m roll, Kikki.K. 12 Double satin ribbon in Brown, Vandoros. 13 Christmas copper flag 
tags in Black, $9 for 10, Inky Co. 14 Flocked bauble in Oxblood, $25 for 3, Amara. 15 Cher Blanc plate (21.5cm), $130 for 4, Noritake. 16 Champagne flutes in 

Pink, $79 for pair, Maison Balzac. 17 Menu ‘Troll’ vase in Amber, $95.95 for large, Finnish Design Shop. 18 Elm wreath, $39.95, Papaya. 

shop it! Create a celebratory vibe with elegant accessories 
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In a beautifully restored manor in the French countryside, Christmas 
preparations are well underway for this young family 

words & styling amandine berthon/living inside     photography julien fernandez/living inside

A

F A M I L Y

A F F A I R
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All the trimmings As soon as December arrives, 
homeowner Hélène and her children, (left to right) 
Pénélope, Hermione, Héloïse and Léonard, adorn 
the Christmas tree with their favourite decorations. A
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who lives here? 
Hélène Du Val, a physiotherapist, her husband Antoine, a radiologist,  

and their four children, Pénélope, 9, Héloïse, 7, Léonard, 5, and 
Hermione, 2. @helene.du.val A
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AT HÉLÈNE DU VAL’S HISTORIC MANOR HOME in the south-west of France, where she lives with her husband Antoine and their  
four young children, Pénélope, Héloïse, Léonard and Hermione, the countdown to Christmas is always ceremoniously signalled by  
the lighting of candles in every room. “We don’t light candles during the rest of the year because, as you can imagine, it’s a little bit 
dangerous with four children,” Hélène says. “So the candles really are synonymous with Christmas for us.” 
’TIS THE SEASON On the first day of December, the family come together to kick off their festivities and decorate the Christmas 
tree that sits in their stylish and spacious living room. From there, homemade decorations, festive wreaths and golden garlands fill  
the rest of the home with a distinctive holiday charm. “We add bits and bobs here and there throughout the month,” Hélène explains. 
“This year, we’ve made wooden stars.” This same motif has been embraced and repeated by Pénélope and Héloïse, who were given 
free rein to add their designer touch to many of the windows around the house, using wipe-off markers.
FESTIVE FEAST Come Christmas Eve, it’s time for the main event. After all, what’s Christmas without good food and great company? 
Family members flock to the Du Val residence for the annual Christmas dinner, and while the menu changes year to year, two dishes 
remain the same: “Grandpa’s foie gras accompanied by fig jam and homemade gingerbread and my mother’s Yule log, a beloved 
recipe which my grandmother has passed down,” Hélène says. “It’s a delicious dessert made of meringue, biscuits, chocolate and  
a touch of coffee. The children are responsible for decorating it with sugar flakes. It’s a real treat for our gourmet family.”
WASTE NOT Just like the rest of her home, Hélène’s approach to gifting is carefully considered. “This year I wrapped all the gifts 
with pretty fabrics or bags,” she says. “Reusable packaging is part of the present and we avoid being left with wasted wrapping.” R

Let there be light For Hélène, refurbishing this dilapidated manor house gave her the opportunity to create calming, 
harmonious spaces using a palette of natural tones and soft pastels. Secret Santa Hélène made a DIY advent calendar 
garland (opposite) by filling 24 pretty floral pouches from Inspirations by la Girafe with chocolates, figurines, movie tickets 
and vouchers. The parcels are also a fun way for the kids to pass time over the holidays. “I’ve included pieces of a Harry 
Potter The Knight Bus 3D puzzle,” Hélène explains. “The bus is then put together right up until Christmas.” 
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Modern charm With the aim of retaining the home’s historic 
authenticity while avoiding “flashy or ostentatious decoration”, 
Hélène sourced most of the furniture, like this trunk, from local 
antique markets. She mixed in key pieces from online boutiques, 
like the rattan lounge chair from Hübsch. Star bright Pénélope 
and Héloïse (opposite) decorate the windows with a decorative 
star motif that gives a festive feeling to the home.



1 
Let the kids in on the 
fun by arming them 
with liquid chalk pens 
and pointing them 
towards the nearest 
window or glass door. 
You can relax knowing 
it’ll wash off later.

2
For a rustic table 
setting like the one  
on p112, create a long 
runner of greenery 
gathered from the 
garden dotted with 
battery-operated 
fairylights and votives.

3 
Do some Christmas 
baking with the kids. 
Gingerbread cookies 
are the ultimate festive 
multitasker, from cute 
(and edible) garlands 
and ornaments, to 
inexpensive gifts. A

try these three 
Christmas 
how-to ideas
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A room of one’s own Pénélope’s bedroom sits on the top floor of the three-storey home. 
While most of the home’s original beams were destroyed by woodworm, one of the few that 
survived sits in this very room, adding a rustic charm that’s mirrored in the vintage furniture 
and swing. The walls are adorned with 3D butterflies from Petit Balthazar, the cushions and 
quilt were sourced from Inspirations by la Girafe and the stringlights are from Petit Pan. A
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Sound of music In the family’s playroom, the children gather to 
draw and practise the piano and harp. A second-hand table with 
woven rattan armchairs from Maisons Du Monde and cushions from 
Inspirations by la Girafe take centrestage under the matte-brass 
pendant light from Gervasoni. The desk and mirrors are all vintage 
finds. Come on in Hélène has managed to create the right balance 
between stylish design and easy living (opposite). “I didn’t want to 
stress the children with a particularly fragile or luxurious interior.”
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style tip Recreate the elegance of a country 
manor with a modern twist by curating a 

selection of vintage finds with contemporary 
pieces, keeping colour to a select palette that 
lets detailed cornices and mouldings shine A 
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style tip Create a bedroom befitting of its natural surroundings by adding outdoorsy 
elements like cowbell pendants, branches spray-painted white and tree-stump side tables A
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Peace and quiet Hermione likes to play on her rattan bed from Maisons du Monde under sweet garlands from 
Catho Rétro. Be our guest Léonard stands in the hallway adorned with beautiful cement tiles that complement 
the deep blue walls. Stairway to heaven An inherited chandelier lights up the landing leading to the bedrooms. 
Scrub up The simple yet refined children’s bathroom is tailored with vintage style tapware and a pendant light 
from Zangra. Welcome home A festive star on the turquoise front door is a welcoming sight for visitors. Place 
of retreat Natural wood flooring and pale tones create a soft and calming atmosphere in the parents’ bedroom 
(opposite). The pendants above the bed are by Myriam Ait Amar Ceramics, the impressive ‘Mila’ ceiling pendant 
is from Lovmint, the washed linen bedlinen is from Maison Margaret and all the furniture is vintage. 
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Homely hub The vast kitchen and dining room is decorated with  
a mix of second-hand workshop cabinets and homemade furniture, 
which blend seamlessly with the kitchen’s soft turquoise cabinetry 
and rustic stone tiles. The dining table and chairs – both second-
hand market finds – sit under custom pendant lights from Flabala 
Luminaires. The candleholders are from Søstrene Grene.
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shop it! Keep it natural with harmonious hues and textured accents

1

2

3

4
5 6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Colours and finishes
FROM LEFT Lime paint in Camellia, $120 for 4L, Bauwerk. Quick-Step ‘Intenso’ 
chevron timber flooring in Granola Oak Extra Matt, $124.85 per sq m, Choices 
Flooring. SpaceCote low-sheen interior paint in Chi, from $139.90 for 4L, Resene. 
Panel Glide blinds in Chatsworth White (3m x 2.4m), $969, Wynstan. 

1 Jolly & Joy DIY round bauble in Natural, $3, Spotlight. 2 Ascot 1-light pendant in Nickel, $30, Mica Lighting. 3 Australian House & Garden eucalyptus, white berries 
and silver pinecones garland (used as wreath), $59.99, Myer. 4 Eden rattan bed, $875, Raja Homewares. 5 Le Petit cushion cover in Blush, $29.95, I Love Linen. 

6 Linley cushion in Lake, $99, L&M Home. 7 Australian House & Garden eucalyptus, silver antique finish twig with bells, $17.99, Myer. 8 Freya jug, $49.95, Provincial 
Home Living. 9 Alpine balsam fir artificial tree, $219 for 90cm, Balsam Hill. 10 Numero 74 flag bunting, $29, Leo & Bella. 11 Momo basket, $79, Olli Ella. 12 Harta 
exterior dining table, $2999, Schots Home Emporium. 13 Star stack fabric, $79 for 2m, Liberty London. 14 Godtagbar candleholder, $5.99, Ikea, holding Taper 

dinner candle in White, $9.95 for 4, Pillow Talk. 15 Drift LED crackle glass balls, $49.95 for small and $79.95 for large, Papaya. 16 Prosecco Rosé mini candle, $16.95, 
Palm Beach Collection. 17 Martini chair, $699, Empire Homewares. 18 Mustard Made ‘The Lowdown’ console in Ocean, $369, Cranmore Home & Co. 
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SAVE UP TO

Conditions apply*

Over 300 
magazines 
to choose 

from!

win
one of fi ve 

$10,000 cash 
prizes!

A magazine subscription makes the perfect Christmas gift.
Win a share of $50,000 cash just by ordering a subscription to any of our magazines. 

We have a huge range of popular magazines that will interest everyone on your gift list!  

Competition starts on 14/10/2019 and closes 27/01/2020 at 11:59pm. The competition is open to all residents of Australia aged 18 years or over who subscribe or renew their subscription to one or more 
magazine titles or purchase any product available on Magshop (www.magshop.com.au). Competition draw will take place 10/02/2020 at 11:00am. Please see www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy for location 

of our privacy policy. For full terms and conditions of entry, visit www.magshop.com.au/christmas-tc. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546). Authorised under permit numbers: 
NSW:LTPS/19/38195, SA:T19/1553, ACT:TP 19/04195. *Savings based on the OK! magazine cover price $5.99 and the 26-issue automatic renewal subscription rate.

Subscribe online at magshop.com.au/xmas21 or call 136 116 and quote M19XHMG
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$50,000
cash giveaway!

Christmas
Subscribe for your chance to win in



Angel on high To make this spritely 
topper, cut a square of mesh and fold  
in half to make a rectangle. Bend rectangle 
to form a cone, leaving a hole at the top  
for the head. Secure along the seam with  
a few small pieces of beading wire, twisting 
to hold. Cut a smaller square of mesh for 
the head. Pull all four corners together  
and bunch mesh in middle to form a round 
bubble shape in proportion to the cone 
body. Twist wire around it to secure. Push 
head up through the cone to poke through 
the hole in the top. To make angel’s wings, 
cut a long skinny rectangle of mesh and 
form a bow. Secure to the back of the 
angel with some beading wire. Aspen 
152cm Christmas tree with cashmere 
tips (used throughout), $199, David Jones. 
Christmas polymesh in Silver (53cm),  
$12 for 9m roll, Lincraft. Turn the page  
for more tree toppers to DIY or buy. A 
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You will need: Beading wire;  
10-12 round baubles 

1  Thread wire through the loop at the 
top of one bauble and secure. Thread 
wire through another bauble, pulling in 
tight next to the first. Continue with 
remaining baubles, securing as you go, 
to create a cluster in a size that you like. 
2  Create a loop by threading a longer 

piece of wire through the cluster, and 
attach topper to the tree. Twist wire to 
hold topper in place. 

photography kristina soljo          styling elle lovelock

It’s time to get your craft on, and with our easy DIY toppers, putting 
together a tree to rival the department store displays is an absolute cinch

Baubles (used in topper and on tree), $15 
as part of 100-piece set, Kmart. Ferm Living 
‘Leaf’ and ‘Heart’ ornaments in Brass, 
$26.45 for 4, and Twin Eye ornament, 
$12.55, Finnish Design Shop. OPPOSITE 
White ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. 
Jolly & Joy DIY 8cm round baubles and 
6cm geo ceramic baubles, $3 each, 
Spotlight. Shiny white baubles, $39.99  
as part of 42-piece Australian House & 
Garden ‘Eucalyptus’ baubles set, Myer.  
All attached with Berisfords grosgrain  
ribbon in White (1cm), $2 per m, Spotlight. A
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D I Y

You will need: Tinsel garland

1  Take tinsel and create a tight loop 
around your thumb and forefinger. 
Continue looping tinsel over itself in a 
clockwise motion to create a ball shape. 
Tuck end of tinsel into the ball to secure.  
2  Nestle into branches at top of tree 

– the texture of the tinsel will help the 
pompom grip into the branches.

Snowflake transparent tinsel in Iris/White 
(used to make topper), $9.95 for 2m, David 
Jones. Jolly & Joy DIY fillable baubles, $7 
for 6, filled with Iridescent tinsel shreds  
in White, $3.50 for 10g, and Jolly & Joy 
Decorate ‘Festive Pop’ oil slick baubles in 
Iridescent, $5 each, Spotlight. Glitter-filled 
baubles, $2 each, Kmart. OPPOSITE 
Glittered star tree topper (20cm), $2, 
Kmart. Morgan & Finch glass ribbed ball 
decorations, $5.95 each, glass lattice  
ball decorations, $6.95 each, and glass 
drop decorations, $6.95 each, Bed  
Bath N’ Table. Nordstjerne paper onion 
ornaments in Chocolate, $15 each,  
and paper scoop ornaments in Copper,  
$15 each, Nordic Rooms. A
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Display the same style of ornament in three or four 

complementary tones for maximum impact

B U Y

@reallivingmag
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D I Y

You will need: Wire-edged ribbon

1  Tie ribbon in a bow around the tip  
of the tree. Shape the bow to create 
your desired look and arrange the 
lengths of ribbon over the branches. 

ONLINE COURSES
TURN YOUR PASSION INTO A CAREER

IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE THERE’S 
NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO DISCOVER THE JOY AND 

FLEXIBILTY OF ONLINE LEARNING. 

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE COURSES AVAILABLE 
SIMPLY SCAN THE QR CODES BELOW.

INTERIOR DESIGN

FASHION STYLING

TRAVEL WRITING JOURNALISM

 FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 02 9327 7778

austcollegeprofessionalstyling.com

theinteriordesignacademy.com

travelwritingacademy.com morrisjournalismacademy.com

All items, as before. OPPOSITE Morgan & Finch ‘Snowflake’ 3D 
tree topper, $19.95, Bed Bath N’ Table. Paper honeycomb 
onion and bauble ornaments, $29.95 for 6, David Jones. R



photography jem creswell     styling lisa burden & natalie johnson

I T ’ S  A

Presents packaged in coordinating paper and ribbon 
make the art of gift-giving all the more magical 

W R A P !
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GRRRAPHIC DESIGNS FROM LEFT FIRST STACK Pebbles wrapping paper in Black, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. Create handmade ribbon in Black, $3 for 5m, Big W.  
Nordic metal ornament, $19.99 for 4, Kikki.K. Large dot wrapping paper in Black, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. Black ribbon and Black cube wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine 

Packaging. Christmas wrapping paper in Multi, $15.99 for 3 rolls, Kikki.K. Metallic rosette, $1, Kmart. SECOND STACK Pebbles belli-band in Black, $5, Inky Co. Thin black 
ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Natural Nostalgia bauble in Warm White, $12 for 36 assorted styles, Target. Velvet ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. All other wrapping 

paper and ribbon, as before. THIRD STACK White wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Plain curl ribbon in Black, $5, Spotlight. Katie Leamon ‘Chevron’ gift wrap, 
$4.95 for sheet, Milligram. Pebbles wrapping paper, as before. Thick black ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. This Is Your Present wrapping paper, $8.99, Typo. ON FLOOR 
Cloth gift bag in White Dots, $7.95 for large, Kikki.K. Stardust Charm bauble in Charcoal, $4 for 8 assorted styles, Big W. Gingham ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Spotted 
ribbon in Black, $19 for 10m, Inky Co. All other wrapping paper, ribbon and baubles, as before. OPPOSITE Flag tag in Black, $6 for 10, Inky Co. All other items, as before. 

M O N O C H R O M E 
If it’s visual impact you’re after, decorate gifts in a modern 

black and white scheme with mix-and-match graphic prints. 
All you’ll need is a few different rolls of glossy patterned paper, 

big shiny baubles and lots of black ribbon to create a bold 
border-like effect. Best of all, you can use the leftover 

packaging to wrap presents all year round. A

H E L L O !
M Y  N A M E 
I S  L O U I S
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P A S T E L 
Dreaming of a ladylike Christmas? Swap the traditional red 

and green for a pretty palette in soft pink, blue, cream and rose 
gold. Choose delicate decorations such as paper swing tags, 
floral prints and ribbons made from velvet, mesh and silk. As 
a finishing touch, tie a ceramic ornament to each gift – your 

loved ones will appreciate the beautiful bonus pressie! A

H E L L O !
M Y  N A M E  I S 

D E L P H I N E

@reallivingmag
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PUPPY LOVE Light pink wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Curling ribbon, $2 for 50m, Kmart. Pitcher ornament (8cm), $49.95, Wedgwood. Delicate Flowers 
wrapping paper in Nude, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. Mesh ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Winter Walk ornament (7cm), $59.95, Wedgwood. Peace A6 greeting card in 
Dusty Blue, $5.99, Kikki.K. OPPOSITE FROM LEFT FIRST STACK White wrapping paper, as before. Light pink ribbon, and Dandelion wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine 
Packaging. SECOND STACK Blue wrapping paper and thin pink ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Katie Leamon ‘Geo’ Christmas card, $7.95, Milligram. Honeycomb 

spade decoration in White, $11.95, Down To The Woods. Gold ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Star paper swing tag, $11.95 for 6, Down To The Woods. All other 
wrapping paper and ribbon, as before. THIRD STACK All items, as before. FOURTH STACK Thick pink ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Honeycomb ball in White, 

$11.95, Down To The Woods. Greeting card and wrapping paper, as before. ON FLOOR Spott wrapping paper in Blue, $5.99 for 3m, Kikki.K. Ceramic acorn hanger, 
$3.40 for large and $2.65 for small, Horgans. Tree standing ornaments in Silver, $19 for 15cm and $29 for 20cm, Nordstjerne paper scoop ornament in White, $15, and 

Paper heart ornament with glitter edges in White, $15, Nordic Rooms. Rose gold ribbon and pale blue ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Native flannel flower 
decoration, $13.95, Down To The Woods. Mistletoe fine bone china ornament (7cm), $39.95, Wedgwood. All other wrapping paper, ribbon and swing tags, as before.
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HAIRY & BRIGHT  Marble wrapping paper and iridescent ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Natural Nostalgia bauble, as before. OPPOSITE FROM LEFT 
FIRST STACK So Loved wrapping paper, $3.95, Kikki.K. Iridescent curling ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Natural Nostalgia bauble, as before. Festive 

single roll Christmas gift wrap, $3 for 6m, Target. Iridescent curling ribbon, and So Loved wrapping paper, as before. Nutcracker festive Christmas gift wrap, 
$5 for 3 rolls, Target. SECOND STACK Thin silver ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Jolly & Joy DIY fillable plastic bauble in Clear (9cm), $6 for 4, filled with 

iridescent tinsel shreds in White, $3.50 for 10g, Spotlight. Christmas cello wrap in Clear, $2 for 5m, Big W. All other wrapping paper and ribbon, as before. 
THIRD STACK All wrapping paper, and Thin silver ribbon, as before. Festive star bells in Silver, $5 for 9, Target. Silver ribbon and Star garland, Vandoros 

Fine Packaging. ON FLOOR Holographic B7 greeting card, $16.99 for 10 assorted designs, Kikki.K. Acrylic square container, $23.50, Shop for Shops. Metallic 
silver ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. All other wrapping paper, ribbon, baubles and tinsel shreds, as before.
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H E L L O !
M Y  N A M E 
I S  C O C O

I R I D E S C E N T 
Glossy patterned paper, metallic finishes and shimmery, 

iridescent accessories look even more magical as your 
Christmas tree lights twinkle above them. The colour palette 
is pretty simple – stick to silver, white and opalescent hues – 

then decorate each present with a cluster of mini baubles, 
a generous stream of ribbon and a sprinkle of sparkly tinsel. A
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B O L D  &  B R I G H T 
Nothing spreads joy quite like a pile of presents wrapped in the 

brightest packaging you can find. To keep this look cohesive, 
stick to two or three key colours and mix and match patterned 

designs with plain paper, then get creative with your present 
toppers. We’ve used pompoms, tassels and baubles, which 

the recipient can hang on their tree and reuse next year. A  

SANTA PAWS FROM LEFT FIRST STACK Papier Tigre ‘Urban’ wrapping sheet, $7.95, Milligram. Honeycomb ball decoration in Peacock Blue, $11.95, Down To The 
Woods. Red Stripes wrapping paper, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. SECOND STACK Inspiration wrapping paper, $5.95, Kikki.K. Tassel in Jester Red, $8.95, Down To The 
Woods. Green wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Beanies wrapping paper, $5.99 for 3m, Kikki.K. Peace Love Joy wrapping paper in Nude, $16 for 10m,  
Inky Co. Solid wrapping paper in Blue Glitter, $6.99 for 3m, Typo. Silk ribbon in Coral, $24.95 for 3m, Bespoke Letterpress. THIRD STACK Christmas A6 greeting 

card, $16.99 for 10 assorted designs, Kikki.K. Blue stripe ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. All other wrapping paper, as before. FOURTH STACK Shiny green ribbon, 
Vandoros Fine Packaging. Gift tag in Red, $10 for 10, Inky Co. All other wrapping paper, as before. FIFTH STACK Red Stripes wrapping paper, as before. Bright blue 
ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Papier Tigre ‘Enigma’ wrapping sheet, $7.95, Milligram. ON FLOOR Red/pink stripe ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Embroidered 

felt balls in Indigo and Hot Pink, $4.95 each, Down To The Woods. Red and pink fabric, and tissue confetti circles in Multicoloured, $5 for 50g, Spotlight. All other 
wrapping paper, ribbon, baubles and tinsel shreds, as before. 

H E L L O !
I ’ M  F L A S H  

A N D  T H I S  I S 
C H A R L I E
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BARK! THE HERALD FROM LEFT FIRST STACK Dark brown wrapping paper and red satin ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Vintage style rosette, $11, Down To The 
Woods. Pebbles wrapping paper in White Kraft, $16 for 10m, Inky Co. Copper wrapping paper and thin brown ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Scandi stars in Round 
and Flower, $5.95 each, Down To The Woods. Textural fabric, Spotlight. Textured brown wrapping paper, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Brown string, $9 for 85m, Inky Co. 
Snug Studio wooden pendant, $18 for 3, Hello Polly. SECOND STACK Craft wrapping paper in Brown, $4.99 for 5m, Typo. Mustard ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. 
Wooden acorn ornament in Natural, $15.99 for 8, Kikki.K. Wide red satin ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Nordstjerne paper scoop ornament in Chocolate, $15, Nordic 
Rooms. Mustard fabric, Spotlight. Pebbles belli-band in White Kraft, $5, Inky Co. Natural ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. All other wrapping paper, as before. THIRD 
STACK By Wirth ‘Acorn’ ornament in Nature Oak, $20, Nordic Rooms. Wide textural ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Christmas rustic bauble in Bronze (8cm), $4 for 8, 

Big W. All other wrapping paper and ribbon, as before. ON FLOOR Shiny nude ribbon, thin bordered ribbon and Golden ribbon, Vandoros Fine Packaging. Timber 
bauble, Spotlight. Ceramic ornament, Jacki Catteau. Christmas rustic baubles in Bronze, $3 for 20, Big W. Nordstjerne paper tree ornament in Chocolate, $15, paper 

onion ornament in Chocolate, $15, and By Wirth ‘Holly’ ornament in Matt Brass, $25, Nordic Rooms. Gift box, $1.60, My Choice Variety Store. Twisted metallic ribbon in 
White and Gold, $14.95 for 3m, and Scandi star in Black Natural, $5.95, Down To The Woods. Pine cone scallop ornament in Multi, $19.99 for 4, Kikki.K. All other 

wrapping paper, ribbon, pendants, fabric and string, as before.

N E U T R A L 
To create a sophisticated, natural-looking theme, you’ll need 

a roll of budget-friendly plain kraft paper, some decorative 
paper or fabric in shades of chocolate, copper, caramel and 

cinnamon, and lots of textural accessories. Embellish gifts 
with a contrasting paper belli-band around the middle, ribbon 
or thick twine, and an ornament made from wood or metal. R

H E L L O !
M Y  N A M E 

I S  W E S
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R O B  C A S L I C K 
Founder of Two Good Co, an initiative that started out as a roadside barbecue for 
the less fortunate and has grown to provide meals, support and paid employment 

to female domestic violence survivors. Twogood.com.au 

On Christmas Day you’ll find me… with tongs on a barbecue 
or helping to prepare a long lunch. Most thoughtful gift I’ve 

ever received… Last year I was gifted dinner at Blue Hill at Stone 
Barns in New York. I don’t need anything and the thought of 

experiencing an amazing meal with someone close to me had 
me excited for a very long time. Favourite Chrissy tradition… 

Being woken up way too early by my nieces to start unwrapping 
presents. Ham or turkey… Ham for sure. Often marinated and 

often for breakfast the morning after with way too much 
Skordalia [a Greek dip]. If I was granted one Christmas wish,  

it would be… that my family have their best year yet. Go-to 
salad recipe… I’m really not much of a salad person, but my 

favourite Two Good salad would be ‘The Mat Lindsay’ – 
charred cauliflower, almond sauce, chickpeas, fennel seeds and 
mint. Everyone can make a difference by… choosing where to 
spend their dollar, or simply by spending with local farmers and 
producers. The gift I’ll be giving this year... I’m keeping mum 

on this one. I love the surprise and once changed a gift after my 
partner guessed what it was. The thing I love most about what 
I do… Watching someone start to believe in themselves is what 
drives me. Two Good employs women who have experienced 

domestic violence, many of which have had their self-worth 
stripped away. All we do is believe in the person; once they start 
to believe in themselves again, the magic happens. It’s nothing 

short of awesome to be a small part of their journey.

@reallivingmag
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 S A L L Y  P O T T H A R S T  &  J O D I E  F R I E D  
Co-founders of rug brand Armadillo&Co, the philanthropic arm of which is on  
a mission to enhance the lives of underprivileged local communities in India 

through the provision of educational, health and community structures. 
Armadillo-co.com

My Christmas Day tradition… Sally: All our family descends  
on our farm property every year, and I wouldn’t have it any other 
way. This year, I’ll be gifting… Jodie: Nothing! We have decided 

as a family to have an experience in Finland in lieu of gifts. My 
Christmas menu… Sally: It has a Spanish flavour this year.  

We’re celebrating with paella and fresh seafood. Favourite 
Christmas flick… Jodie: We love the kids’ movie The Polar Express. 

Most thoughtful gift I’ve ever received… Jodie: Handmade 
ceramic pots from my kids. I’d describe my Christmas decor 
style as… Sally: Natural, earthy and country, often found. Real 
or faux tree… Jodie: Real – it’s become a fun mission to select 

the perfect tree with the kids. On Boxing Day you’ll find me… 
Jodie: In Lapland, nursing a hot chocolate or mulled wine after  
a reindeer sleigh adventure through the snow with my family. 

Everyone can make a difference at this time of year by…  
Jodie: Reducing waste from excessive gifts and wrapping.  

Sally: Including someone who doesn’t have family around them. 
My New Year’s resolution… Jodie: Have less food waste in our 

household. Sally: Go plastic-free as much as possible. Plans for 
2020… Sally: Maintain work/life balance with my family and the 

ever-growing needs of Armadillo&Co.

feel good inc.
Our favourite businesses giving a little extra this Christmas  



K R I S T I N A  K A R L S S O N 
The founder and creative director of Kikki.K is donating profits from her  

stationery brand’s ‘She Shines’ collection to humanitarian Dr Tererai Trent.  
Dr Trent’s charities work to provide access to quality education, support and 

empowerment for children in rural Zimbabwe. Kikki-k.com

Christmas Day… is a day of relaxing as we tend to do most of 
our celebrating on the 24th with some Swedish traditions. 

When we celebrate the Australian way on Christmas Day with 
my partner Paul’s family, we can spend less time cooking and 

more time enjoying the day. Most thoughtful gift I’ve ever 
received… my dog when I was little. I wanted one so badly but 

never thought I would get one. Then one Christmas I got a dog 
– I was so happy! This year, I’ll be gifting… monogrammed 

notebooks, travel wallets and luggage tags – I love giving 
personalised gifts. Best Christmas cracker jokes… are the  

ones I make up myself and I laugh so much that I can’t even say  
it – it’s very much part of the Karlsson family tradition. On hot 

summer days you’ll find me… getting up early for a walk or  
a run and then the rest of the day under an umbrella reading  

a book. I decorate my Christmas tree with… minimalism, but  
I always add some of our new Kikki.K Christmas ornaments to 
freshen up the old traditions. Favourite Christmas album…  

is by a very talented 80-year-old Swedish man named Ingemar 
Nordstrom. He plays the saxophone and it reminds me of 

Christmas as a child in Sweden. It’s important to give back 
because… we can. There is so much we can do to help make  

the world a better place, in small and big ways. At Kikki.K, we’re 
committed to fundraising for the amazing Dr Tererai Trent  

who is helping to provide quality education to children in rural 
Zimbabwe. 2020 will be… my best year yet! With new dreams 

to tackle, I’ll be continuing to work hard at my big crazy wish  
to inspire 101 million people around the world to write down 

their dreams and make them a reality.

S O P H I E  P A L M E R  &  P I P  B E S T 
 Co-founders of Worn for Good – a curation of pre-loved garments from 

Australia’s fashion influencers, launching in March, where 100 per cent of 
proceeds go directly to charities who support and empower women in need. 

Wornforgood.com 

Go-to Chrissy Day outfit… Pip: Something that can hide  
all the food I plan on eating, that I can take an afternoon nap  

in and that looks somewhat presentable. The Christmas 
tradition I can’t skip… Pip: Singing every song on Peter 

Combe’s Christmas album with my sisters. Must be in earshot 
of our brother, must be out of tune, and must be 

played on CD. One thing everyone can do to 
make a difference… Sophie: For every new 

piece of clothing you get for Chrissy you 
could consider donating one piece from 
your wardrobe to Worn for Good. With 
an influx of gift giving and consumption 

at this time of year, it can feel good to 
clear space. The gift I’ll be giving this 
year… Pip: I’m #buyingfromthebush as 

much as I can this year – my partner’s family 
(among thousands of others) have been 
heavily impacted by the drought. I also love 

homewares store Koskela for its focus on small and 
Indigenous artists. A childhood tradition I adore… Sophie: 

Since we were kids, my parents encouraged my sister and I to 
donate one present each year to charity. That always made 

giving and receiving presents pretty meaningful. Best 
Christmas tune… Pip: Little Drummer Boy by Christine Anu.  

It’s very niche – only to be found on the Spirit of Christmas 1995 
album. On sunny summer days you’ll find me… Sophie: At the 

beach, under an umbrella, with a good book and our crazy 
little hound, Winnie. If we’re not visiting family and friends up 
North, we love a little summer staycation. I’ll be decorating 
my tree with… Sophie: Quirky little decorations from places 

we’ve travelled around the world, including a miniature set of 
skis from Italy and some glass hanging sushi rolls from Japan. 
Favourite road trip destination… Pip: Boomerang Beach on 
the NSW Mid North Coast, it’s one of my favourite places to 

escape to. Giving back means… Pip: Utilising our existing 
resources to help someone or support a cause. That might  

be with our skillset, our money, our time or the clothes in our 
wardrobe. Next year I’d like to… Pip: See Worn for Good 

come to life. It’s been a year in the making and I’m so excited 
to finally see what it can do for women in need. R
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“Everyone can make a difference at this time of year by including someone who  
doesn’t have family around them.” Sally Pottharst, co-founder of Armadillo&Co
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use your points

Calculate the number of points 
you’ll need to earn a $1 reward. For 

example, a $50 gift card at 6000 
points equals 120 points per dollar 
versus a $90 subscription at 7000 

points (78 points) – you’re better off 
getting the (real living) subscription.

5
buy discounted gift cards

With sites like Voucha.com.au, you can 
buy other peoples’ unwanted gift 
cards for a discount or offload your 
own for cash. The catch? Keep an eye 
on expiry dates. While most gift cards 
are valid for up to three years, some of 

that time may have already passed. 
Postage fees also apply if you want the 

physical card. As for selling your 
gift cards, don’t expect dollar for 
dollar. The amount you get generally 
depends on who the retailer is, how  
far away the expiry date is and how 

much balance is on the card. Voucha 
typically pays between 70 and 90  

per cent of the card value. R

shrink your gift list  
If you have a large family or lots of 

friends, think about trimming your “To 
Buy For” list. Organise a Kris Kringle 

draw where everyone buys for one 
person (we have some great ideas on 

p55!), or consider combined family 
gifts instead of individual presents.  
A Netflix subscription, for example, 

would be a hit with the whole family and 
might save you some cash overall.

1
money 
moves  

to make
Christmas can be pretty 

hard on the hip pocket. Effie 
Zahos shares five savvy ways 

to save on gifts

H O W  T O  E A R N  &  S A V E

THINK BEFORE YOU GIFT

The average household  
has an estimated 

$5378  
in unused or unwanted items*.

NINE IN 10 AUSSIES  
have unwanted items in their  

home, with the average household  
holding onto approximately 

23  
superfluous items.

be an online scrooge
Compare prices from the 

comfort of your laptop. Getprice.
com.au lists more than 3.5 million 

products from 1200+ retailers 
nationwide. Or try a browser 

extension such as Honey, which 
automatically finds coupon codes. 

Be sure to factor in currency 
conversion fees if you’re buying 

from an overseas retailer. 

2
look for first-time customer 

discount deals
Chances are there’s a discount  

code waiting for you. On ASOS, for 
example, new customers receive 
10 per cent off their first order, 
and if you spend more than $125, 

express shipping is free. These 
deals generally have an expiry date, 
but they pop up year round. Set up 

an email address specifically for 
sign-ups; this way, your regular 

inbox doesn’t get bombarded with 
junk mail. Take care with 

conditions around free shipping 
– it often doesn’t apply to returns, 

so be sure to read the fine print. 

4

Effie Zahos is an ambassador for Financially Fit 
Females and Canstar money commentator

create
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a guest bedroom
If you’re having visitors to stay for the holidays, now is the perfect 
time to get your spare room ready and turn it into a stylish retreat

D E C O R A T I N G  I T

Be generous with bedding Comfort is the 
most important factor in any guest room, and 
the best way to make family and friends feel 
right at home is with a bed with lots of layering 
options. Adrian Galiazzo from Snooze advises 
starting with a doona, throw and sheets, then 
“include an extra blanket or throw in the room 
to show you’ve thought ahead”. Your bedding 
should also suit the season. This time of year 
calls for light, breathable fabrics such as linen 
and cotton – “you don’t want guests sleeping 
on flannel sheets in the middle of summer”.  

Offer pillow options The idea of providing 
layers for visitors to pick and choose from also 
applies to pillows. “Multiple pillows will create 
a homely aesthetic and give guests the ability 
to choose one that suits their sleeping style,” 
Adrian says. “Ideally you’d have four pillows on 
a bed, two higher profile and two lower profile, 

with additional scatter cushions.” The type of 
mattress you have can also guide your pillow 
selection. “If the mattress is very plush, lower 
pillows will most likely be preferred. If you have 
a firm mattress, keep higher pillows on hand.”  

Opt for allergy-proof fillers If someone 
in your family suffers from asthma or allergies, 
avoid feather-filled doonas and pillows, as they 
can trigger a reaction. Adrian recommends 
choosing layers made from synthetic fibres, 
cotton or wool, bamboo cotton sheets and 
natural latex pillows, which are hypoallergenic.

Set up some storage Your guests will need 
a luggage rack or bench where they can store 
their bulky bags. And if the room doesn’t have 
built-ins, include a garment rack so they won’t 
have to sort through a pile of creased clothes. 
Similarly, a ladder or over-the-door hooks will 
solve the ‘where do I put my towel?’ dilemma. 

Create a relaxing scheme This is a space 
for people to retreat to, so your style choices 
should promote peace and calm. Adrian says 
they should also harmonise with the rest of 
your home – simply choose a colour palette 
that echoes the existing scheme. Window 
treatments can also help create a restful 
environment. Layer heavy and sheer curtains 
so guests can adjust the light, or install fabric 
blockout blinds that keep it out completely.

Add hotel-inspired extras Want to be the 
host with the most? Providing a travel-sized set 
of toiletries, a bathrobe and slippers will turn  
a brief stay into a five-star experience! A vase 
of flowers can instantly upgrade the room, as 
will a tray of teas, chocolates and mints. Place 
tumblers and a carafe filled with water by the 
bed and have a bottle of chilled wine waiting 
for guests on arrival – they’ll feel like VIPs! R

get the look

1

1 Lanham silk eye mask in Flint, $49.95, Sheridan. 2 Matin table lamp in White, $390 for small, Hay.  
3 Vintage linen fringe cushion in Smoke, $59.95, Aura Home. 4 Lexon ‘Miami Time’ radio alarm clock  

in White Marble, $129.90, Top3 By Design. 5 J’ai Soif carafe and glass in Pink, $79, Maison Balzac. 
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Dream in colour Create 
sanctuary-esque vibes with a soft 

neutral colour scheme. Pictured 
here is Chalk paint in Old White, 

$54.95 for 1L, Annie Sloan.
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Beauty sleep A linen 
set with a matching quilt 
cover and pillowcases 

will ensure the bed looks 
thoughtfully put-together.

Room service Set 
up a bedside table 
with a clock, phone 
charger, lamp and 

magazines, so guests 
can reach everything 

they need in bed.

create



Raami

iittala.com.au
facebook.com/iittala 
available online and in selected David Jones  
and Myer stores, nationally.

Jasper Morrison
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T

P R E P A R E  /  S H A R E  /  E N J O Y

Easy entertaining Whether you like to serve the 
whole hog (literally) at Christmas or just dish up the 
highlights, we’ve got your holiday menu sorted. Turn 
the page for simple recipes that taste amazing – pick 
and choose to create your own memorable meal. A

real living
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Plain Metro linen fabric in White used as tablecloth, Spotlight. Simplicity velvet ribbon, Spotlight. Jolly & Joy geo ceramic bauble, Spotlight. Round ceramic bauble, 
Spotlight. LAV ‘Gusto’ whiskey glasses, Spotlight. Emporium dinner candles, Spotlight. Botanical vase in Black, and Ribb candleholders in Clear and Silver, Zakkia. A

S P R E A D  T H E  L O V E
’Tis the season for indulging, so pull up a chair, grab a plate 
and help yourself to a festive feast that’s dressed to impress

photography kristina soljo     recipes & food styling karlie verkerk     prop styling ashley pratt



summer spritz

 5
  MINS
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 10
  MINS

 25
  MINS

grilled prawns with chilli 
oil and crispy curry leaves

mixed tomato, mozzarella 
and za’atar salad
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 20
  MINS

oysters with 
mignonette 

dressing

Plain Metro linen fabric in White used as tablecloth, Spotlight. Australian House & Garden ‘Coral Bay’ melamine salad plate in White, Myer. Silver tongs 
and concrete round tray in Black, Zakkia. Emiko small bowl and Vento medium bowl, Papaya. Offray ‘Soda Pop’ ribbon in Silver, Spotlight. White and 

Silver bauble, Spotlight. Jolly & Joy geo ceramic bauble, Spotlight. Round ceramic bauble, Spotlight. Vera Wang ‘Infinity’ cutlery, Wedgwood. A
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Plain Metro linen fabric in White used as tablecloth, Spotlight. Serving bowl and cutlery, Zara Home. Jasper Conran serving platter, Wedgwood. 
Yoshi Organic serving bowl, Flint Bisque spoon in Natural Clay and Malmo entree plate, Papaya. Serving bowl, Royal Doulton. Jolly & Joy geo 

ceramic bauble, Spotlight. Round ceramic bauble, Spotlight. Offray ‘Soda Pop’ ribbon in Silver, Spotlight. Offray ‘Grosgrain’ sparkle stripe ribbon, 
Spotlight. Jolly & Joy Decorate bauble in Silver, Spotlight. Festive Pop Oil Slick baubles in Iridescent, Spotlight. Simplicity velvet ribbon, Spotlight. 

Brae napkin, Country Road. Australian House & Garden ‘Coral Bay’ melamine salad plate in White, Myer. A

 55
  MINS

 15
  MINS

grilled peach and  
green bean salad

spiced pumpkin with 
jalapeno chimichurri
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citrussy shaved 
fennel salad

whole roasted snapper 
and summer salsa

 35
  MINS

 55
  MINS

 15
  MINS

 70
  MINS

roast potatoes 
with fetta  

and oregano

cherry and  
star-anise 

glazed ham
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Plain Metro linen fabric in White used as tablecloth, Spotlight. Vera Wang ‘Infinity’ cutlery and cake server, Wedgwood. Vintage glass plates, Holmgaard.  
Yoshi platter, Papaya. White and Silver bauble, Spotlight. Festive Pop Oil Slick bauble in Iridescent, Spotlight. Simplicity velvet ribbon, Spotlight. A

super-easy 
eton mess 

 5
  MINS
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guinness gingerbread cake 
with poached pears

 90
  MINS
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grilled prawns with chilli  
oil and crispy curry leaves
Serves 4 as an entree 
Prep time 15 mins
Cooking time 10 mins

1 cup vegetable oil, for frying
10-15 fresh curry leaves
Olive oil spray
12 king prawns, butterflied lengthways, deveined
1 lemon, cut in half
¼ cup chiu chow chilli oil, to serve*
Sea salt flakes

1  Heat oil in a small saucepan to 180°C or when 
a small cube of bread turns golden in 15 seconds. 
2  Fry curry leaves for 10 seconds or until crispy 

but still vibrant green. (Note: as soon as you add 
leaves to the oil, quickly cover the saucepan with  
a plate or baking tray as oil will splatter.) Remove 
leaves from oil, drain on paper towel and set aside.
3  Preheat a barbecue or chargrill pan over 

medium-high heat. Cook lemon cut side down for 
2 minutes or until slightly caramelised. Set aside.
4  Spray grill with olive oil and cook prawns,  
cut side down, for 1-2 minutes or until opaque.  
Flip and cook for a further 30 seconds. Transfer 
prawns to a serving plate, top with chilli oil and 
crispy curry leaves; season. Serve with lemon.
 
*Available from Asian supermarkets

mixed tomato, mozzarella 
and za’atar salad
Serves 4 as an entree 
Prep time 10 mins

2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil
2 tsp red wine vinegar
½ clove garlic, finely minced
Sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepper
500g mixed tomatoes, cut into organic shapes
1 ball buffalo mozzarella, torn into small pieces
1 tbsp za’atar
Fresh bread, to serve (optional)

1  Place olive oil, vinegar and garlic in a small 
bowl; season with salt and pepper and stir to 
combine. Set aside.
2  Combine tomatoes and mozzarella in  

a serving bowl; drizzle over dressing and toss 
gently to combine. Sprinkle over za’atar and  
serve with fresh bread, if liked. 

oysters with  
mignonette dressing
Serves 4 as an entree  
Prep time 20 mins 
 
2 French or golden shallots, finely diced

a cup red wine vinegar
½ tsp freshly ground black pepper
12-24 oysters
Rock salt, to serve (optional)

1  Combine shallots, vinegar and pepper in  
a small bowl; stir to combine and set aside for  
15 minutes while shallots pickle.
2  Meanwhile, arrange oysters on a plate  

of rock salt, if using, and serve with dressing.

SUMMER PRODUCE IS PLENTIFUL SO MAKE USE OF THE 
SEASONAL SURPLUS WITH THESE FLAVOUR-PACKED RECIPES 

summer spritz
Serves 4
Prep time 5 mins
 
Ice cubes
120ml Chambord
1 tbsp lime juice
400ml cranberry juice
Prosecco
Blueberries and raspberries

1  Fill a jug with ice. Pour over Chambord,  
lime juice and cranberry juice; stir to combine.
2  Top with prosecco, pour into tumblers  

and garnish with berries.
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1  Preheat oven to 180°C. 
2  Place potatoes in a large saucepan and  

cover with cold water. Bring to the boil and  
cook for 5-8 minutes or until potatoes begin  
to soften around the edges.
3  Drain potatoes then shake the saucepan  

to rough up the potatoes slightly. (Note: the  
rough edges will turn extra crispy in the oven.) 
Drizzle over duck fat and season with salt. 
4  Transfer potatoes to a large baking tray  

and bake for 50 mins to an hour, turning  
halfway through, until golden and crunchy.
5  Tumble roast potatoes into a serving  

bowl, sprinkle with extra salt, crumble over  
fetta and garnish with oregano.

spiced pumpkin with 
jalapeno chimichurri 
Serves 4 as a side
Prep time 15 mins
Cooking time 40 mins

1 small Jap pumpkin, cut into wedges
2 tsp each smoked paprika, cumin and  
ground coriander
Extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepper
3 fresh jalapenos, finely chopped
½ bunch each coriander, flat-leaf parsley  
and mint, finely chopped
1 clove garlic, finely minced
2 tsp red wine vinegar
1 cup Greek yoghurt

1  Preheat oven to 180°C.
2  Place pumpkin wedges and spices in a large 

bowl; drizzle with olive oil, season with salt and 
pepper and toss to combine. Transfer to a large 
baking tray and bake for 40 minutes or until 
cooked through and golden.
3  Meanwhile, place jalapeos, herbs, garlic, 

vinegar and 2 tbsp olive oil in a small bowl;  
season with salt and stir to combine. Set aside.
4  Spread yoghurt onto the base of a platter,  

top with pumpkin and spoon over chimichurri.

citrussy shaved fennel salad
Serves 4 as a side 
Prep time 15 mins

1 bulb fennel, finely sliced  
or shaved on a mandolin
1 tbsp apple cider vinegar
2 blood oranges, peeled and sliced into rounds
Extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt flakes

1  Place fennel in a large bowl, add vinegar and 
toss to combine. (The vinegar will stop the fennel 
from oxidising and discolouring.)
2  Add orange slices and toss lightly to combine. 

Transfer salad to a serving bowl; drizzle with olive 
oil and season with salt.

grilled peach and green 
bean salad
Serves 4 as a side
Prep time 10 mins
Cooking time 5 mins

500g green beans, ends trimmed
2 yellow peaches, cut into wedges
¼ cup roasted almonds, roughly chopped
Juice of half a lemon
Extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepper

1  Bring a medium saucepan of water to the boil. 
Blanch beans for 15 seconds then refresh in iced 
water; drain and set aside.
2  Preheat barbecue or chargrill pan over high 

heat. Grill peach wedges for 1 minute on each  
side until caramelised and grill marks appear. 
3  Transfer beans and peaches to a serving 

bowl with almonds. Drizzle over lemon juice and 
olive oil; season with salt and pepper.

roast potatoes with  
fetta and oregano
Serves 4 as a side
Prep time 10 mins
Cooking time 1 hr

1kg sebago or Dutch cream potatoes,  
peeled and cut into halves or quarters
¼ cup duck fat, melted
Sea salt flakes
100g fetta 
1 tbsp oregano leaves

whole roasted snapper  
and summer salsa
Serves 4 as a side 
Prep time 15 mins 
Cooking time 20 mins

1kg whole snapper, scaled, gutted and cleaned
Extra-virgin olive oil
Sea salt flakes
1 lemon, half sliced and half juiced
4 large ripe tomatoes, roughly diced
2 tbsp capers, drained and roughly chopped
1 clove garlic, finely minced
2 cups fresh herbs, such as basil, chervil  
and tarragon

1  Preheat oven to 200°C.
2  Place fish on a baking tray lined with baking 

paper. Coat the fish in a little olive oil and season 
with salt; arrange lemon slices inside the cavity. 
Cook for 20 minutes or until flesh is opaque. 
Remove from oven and allow to rest for 5 minutes.
3  Meanwhile, place tomatoes, capers, garlic, 

lemon juice and 3 tbsp olive oil in a medium bowl; 
season and stir to combine. Set aside.
4  Carefully transfer fish to a serving platter, 

spoon over salsa and scatter over the fresh herbs.

cherry and star-anise  
glazed ham
Serves 20 as a side
Prep time 5 mins
Cooking time 50 mins

1 packet frozen cherries, defrosted
3 tbsp caster sugar
½ tsp salt
5 star-anise
5 cloves
Ham leg, skin removed and fat scored

1  Preheat oven to 170°C.
2  Place cherries in a food processor and blitz  

to a puree. Transfer to a small saucepan over low 
heat; add sugar, salt, star-anise and cloves. Cook, 
stirring, for 10 minutes until jammy. Set aside.
3  Place ham on a lined baking tray. Brush ham 

with glaze and bake for 40-50 minutes, coating 
with extra glaze every 10 minutes. A
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Serves 8–10 
Prep + cooking time 1 hr 30 mins,  
plus cooling time

150g butter, chopped
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup golden syrup 
250ml Guinness
2 tsp each ground cinnamon and ginger
½ tbsp vanilla extract
½ tsp sea salt flakes
2¼ cups plain flour
2 tsp bicarbonate of soda
1¼ cups sour cream
2 eggs
POACHED PEARS
4-6 small Packham or Williams pears, peeled
1L water
1 cup caster sugar
1 small lemon, juiced
1 tbsp vanilla extract or 1 vanilla pod, split in half
1 cinnamon stick
CARAMEL SAUCE
1½ cups caster sugar
¼ cup water
1 cup pouring cream
50g butter
1 bay leaf
1 tsp sea salt flakes
Whipped cream, to serve 
 

super-easy  
eton mess
Serves 4
Prep time 5 mins

4 store-bought meringues
200ml double cream
1 tsp vanilla extract
2 cups fresh berries, such as strawberries, 
blueberries and raspberries
¼ cup pistachios, roughly chopped

1  Break meringues into large pieces  
and divide among serving bowls. 
2  Place cream in a small mixing bowl;  

add vanilla and stir to combine.
3  Top meringue with a generous dollop  

of cream, and scatter over fresh berries  
and pistachios to serve.

1  Preheat oven to 170°C. Line the base and 
sides of a 25cm round cake tin.
2  Place butter, sugar, golden syrup, Guinness, 

ground spices, vanilla and salt in a large saucepan 
over low heat; stir for 5 minutes or until butter is 
melted and sugar has dissolved. 
3  Add the flour and bicarbonate of soda and 

whisk to combine and remove any lumps. 
4  Combine the sour cream and eggs in a small 

mixing bowl; whisk together then fold through the 
gingerbread mix using a spatula. 
5  Pour batter into prepared tin and bake for 

55-60 minutes or until a skewer comes out clean 
when inserted in the centre of the cake. Set aside 
to cool for 2 hours before removing from the tin.
6  POACHED PEARS

Place all ingredients in a medium saucepan over 
medium-low heat; stir until the sugar dissolves. 
Place a disk of baking paper on the surface of the 
water; bring to a gentle simmer and cook for 15-20 
minutes or until pears are tender. Remove from 
heat and allow to cool to room temperature.
7  CARAMEL SAUCE  

Place sugar and water in a small saucepan over 
medium heat. Cook, without stirring, for 10 
minutes or until the sugar turns golden brown. 
Meanwhile, place the cream, butter and bay leaf  
in a small saucepan over low heat to warm. Once 
sugar has turned golden brown, add the cream 
mixture and salt; whisk to combine.
 8  To serve, place cake on a plate, top with 
whipped cream, poached pears and drizzle over 
sauce. Serve extra pears and sauce on the side. R

guinness gingerbread 
cake with poached pears

WOW YOUR GUESTS WITH SUMPTUOUS SWEET THINGS  
– BECAUSE THERE’S ALWAYS ROOM FOR DESSERT! 
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This month’s round-up of 
super-duper products for 
your home and lifestyle

TOP ROW Choices Flooring With the latest colours, designs and textures, the MOOD collection of blinds and shutters offers something to suit every interior. Choicesfl ooring.com.au 
Di Lorenzo Introducing Biscuit, a range of opaque, geometrical and three-dimensional tiles, designed to bring light and shadow to your architectural design. Dilorenzo.com.au Domayne 
The adjustable Archer Outdoor Sun Lounge comes with teak arms and attached wheels for effortless movement around your outdoor space. From $499; Domayne.com.au SECOND 
ROW Harvey Norman The Charlotte Outdoor Dining Setting injects a creative character into your alfresco areas. Made from sturdy acacia timber, wicker and aluminium, the set is 
weather-, rust- and fade-resistant. $899; Harveynorman.com.au Fisher & Paykel’s 12kg ActiveIntelligence™ Front Loader Washing Machine and 9kg Heat Pump Condensing Dryer have 
matching wash and dry cycles for complete fabric care. Fisherpaykel.com/au THIRD ROW Harvey Norman The Fisher & Paykel 605L Quad Door French Door Fridge with ice and water 
dispenser features intelligent technology that adapts to your habits. $2995; Harveynorman.com.au PGH Bricks & Pavers Understanding your personal style is an important step when 
choosing the perfect brick. Take the quiz and fi nd out which style you are! Pghbricks.com.au/stylequiz Samsung Designed by Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec, the Serif TV blurs the lines 
between modern design and technology, with a 360-degree design that gives you freedom to place it anywhere in your living space. From $2999; Samsung.com/au BOTTOM ROW 
Wynstan’s new fabric sample offer means you can select roller, roman, panel and vertical blinds from the comfort of your own home. Order today to receive fi ve free blind fabric swatches. 
Wynstan.com.au/free-samples Snooze With the convenience of an easily transportable “mattress in a box”, the BEDGEAR mattress comes in two comfort options, to meet your personal 
needs. Snooze.com.au Kenwood The Chef XL Sense stand mixer features a large 6.7-litre mixing bowl, making it easy to pour ingredients straight into the bowl. Kenwood.com/en-au

STUFF
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Designed in Sydney
 Free Shipping
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SPECIALISTS IN PROJECT 
BASED SOLUTIONS

MAKE.
SPACE.
WORK.

EXCLUSIVE TO WORKSPACE

GLOVE CHAIR  Designed by Josep Lluscà, the  
glove chair is light and elegant in all its forms.

ig @cultivate_designco . www.cultivatedesignco.com.au
CULTIVATE DESIGN CO

C R E A T I N G  L O V E A B L E  

L I V E A B L E  H O M E S

R E T A I L  S T O R E  .  D E S I G N  .  S T Y L I N G 



www.homestolove.com.au/directory

AUSTRALIA'S BEST ONLINE FURNITURE & HOME DECOR STORE

*Terms & conditions apply, please see sign up page for details.

Register now to receive your $50 coupons* to spend store wide!
Log on at www.livingstyles.com.au/rl to sign up.

Furniture
10,000+

Styles

Home Decor
6,000+
Styles

Lighting
4,000+
Styles

Rugs
10,000+

Styles

Discover Kids Room Décor, Nursery Essentials, Creative  
Toys and Great Kids Books at The Little Kidz Closet

 THELITTLEKIDZCLOSET.COM.AU



the end
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In the spirit of Christmas, the real living team are shining a light
on some very worthy charities and non-profit organisations

giving back

ELLE LOVELOCK, E
DITOR – AUSTRALI

AN CANCER RESEAR
CH FOUNDATION

Thanks to the incredible treatments available, those close to me who’ve had cancer 

have beaten it. One hundred per cent of donations to the Christmas appeal will go 

towards funding Australian cancer research to help find a cure.  ACRF.COM.AU

 

SANDY DAO, CREAT
IVE DIRECTOR – L

IFELINE 

Christmas can be
 a really lonely

 time for many A
ustralians, whic

h is why I want 

to support a cha
rity that suppor

ts them. LIFELIN
E.ORG.AU

STEPHANIE HOPE, 
CONTENT DIRECTOR

 – RURAL AID 

Our farmers and rural communities are in dire need of assistance during this brutal 

drought, be it provisions, cash handouts or a much-needed holiday. RURALAID.ORG.AU

LINDYL CRABB, SE
NIOR FEATURES ED

ITOR – EDGAR’S M
ISSION

This sanctuary i
n Victoria rescu

es, rehabilitate
s and provides a

 lifelong 

loving home for 
farmed animals t

hat deserve a mo
re humane world,

 but unlike 

domestic pets, a
re not protected

 under animal cr
uelty laws. EDGA

RSMISSION.ORG.AU

KATE HASSETT, SE
NIOR COPY EDITOR

 – THE ROUGH PER
IOD  

Many women sleep
ing rough have t

o choose between
 buying sanitary

 products and 

food. The Rough 
Period provides 

them with essent
ial toiletry ite

ms that make  

a big difference
 to their liveli

hoods and mental
 health. THEROUG

HPERIOD.ORG

 

ANDREA HEALY, AR
T DIRECTOR – RAI

NFOREST RESCUE

Our rainforests are facing an ever-expanding list of challenges and the need to 

preserve these ecosystems and save the species that occupy them is more crucial 

than ever. This is a great way to support the effort.  RAINFORESTRESCUE.ORG.AU

ANN DO, ART DIRE
CTOR – THE ASYLU

M SEEKER RESOURC
E CENTRE 

This centre is a
n amazing advoca

te for refugees 
in Australia. It

’s important for
 

me to support a 
cause like this 

– my parents wer
e Vietnamese ref

ugees who are 

so grateful for 
the support they

 received when t
hey arrived here

. ASRC.ORG.AU

LISA BURDEN, MAR
KET ASSISTANT – 

SEA SHEPHERD

After losing my 
cousin in a shar

k attack in 2011
, there was an o

verwhelming 

community respon
se to kill the s

hark responsible
. Sea Shepherd h

as a wonderful 

attitude toward 
ocean conservati

on that was very
 close to my cou

sin’s heart, in 

understanding th
at the ocean is 

not ours, it’s th
e home of the cr

eatures who 

inhabit it. It’s 
an attitude my f

amily continue t
o support. SEASH

EPHERD.ORG.AU

Wishing you all a happy and healthy holiday season.
x RL
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Information correct  as at  October 2019

T I L E STO C K I STinspiration station
AVA I L A B L E

M O O D CO L L EC T I O N
W I N D OW F U R N I S H I N G S
STO C K I ST

your choices

ACT  
Belconnen (02) 6251 1030
Fyshwick (02) 6280 4500
Mitchell (02) 6241 9555

NSW  
Adamstown (02) 4952 1835
Albion Park Rail (02) 4257 1877
Albury (02) 6042 4828
Alexandria (02) 9319 0551
Armidale (02) 6772 7999
Balgowlah (02) 9907 9077
Batemans Bay (02) 4472 7001
Bathurst (02) 6331 4866
Blacktown (02) 9671 1800
Byron Bay (02) 6685 5503
Caringbah (02) 9524 3755
Castle Hill (02) 9680 1340
Coff s Harbour (02) 6652 2473
Dubbo (02) 6885 3397
East Maitland (02) 4932 5122
Erina (02) 4367 7329
Fairy Meadow (02) 4225 0900
Forster (02) 6555 5334
Griffi  th (02) 6964 4111
Heatherbrae (02) 4983 1883
Hornsby (02) 9477 3857
Mittagong (02) 4872 2158
Narellan (02) 4647 2888
North Bega (02) 6492 4496
North Richmond (02) 4571 2300
Nowra South (02) 4421 3833
Orange (02) 6361 7575
Parkes (02) 6863 4463
Penrith (02) 4731 4242
Port Macquarie (02) 6581 1851 
Silverwater (02) 9748 6846
St Leonards (02) 8355 5925
Tamworth (02) 6765 5513
Taylors Beach (02) 4982 2522
Tuggerah (02) 4351 1550
Wagga Wagga (02) 6931 9500
Warners Bay (02) 4954 5511
Young (02) 6382 3991

NT  
Alice Springs (08) 8953 8166
Darwin (08) 8984 3402

QLD  
Alderley (07) 3354 1544
Atherton  (07) 4091 1482
Bald Hills (07) 3261 6677

Bundaberg East (07) 4151 2241
Bundall (07) 5561 0355
Burleigh Heads (07) 5535 1744
Cairns (07) 4041 1271
Cannon Hill (07) 3399 4644
Capalaba (07) 3245 6683
Fortitude Valley (07) 3257 3377
Helensvale (07) 5580 0711
Hervey Bay  (07) 4124 2689
Ipswich (07) 3282 9555
Jindalee (07) 3279 6566
Maroochydore (07) 5443 6280
Noosaville (07) 5449 9319
North Mackay (07) 4942 0700
Slacks Creek (07) 3118 5850
Toowoomba (07) 4638 7019
Warwick (07) 4661 1466
Yeppoon (07) 4939 5505

SA  
Blackwood (08) 8370 3899
Campbelltown (08) 8365 3494
Eastwood (08) 8373 1064 
Keswick (08) 8293 3833
Mount Barker (08) 8391 2222
Modbury (08) 8396 3700
Mount Gambier (08) 8723 1234
Parafi eld Airport (08) 8281 0292
Port Adelaide (08) 8241 1109
Port Lincoln (08) 8682 4194

TAS
Cooee (03) 6431 1555
Devonport (03) 6423 6555
Hobart (03) 6231 1922
Kingston (03) 6229 5544
Launceston (03) 6344 9555
Midway Point (03) 6265 2008
Moonah (03) 6228 2925

VIC
Ararat (03) 5352 2899
Ashburton (03) 9885 6000
Ballarat (03) 5332 7584
Benalla (03) 5762 6062
Bulleen (03) 9850 8500
Colac (03) 5231 4526
Dandenong (03) 9791 9422
East Bendigo (03) 5443 0144
Echuca (03) 5482 3883
Euroa (03) 5795 1211
Ferntree Gully (03) 9758 8182
Frankston (03) 9781 1466

Geelong West (03) 5222 1555
Hoppers Crossing (03) 8742 2299
Horsham (03) 5382 3374
Kyabram (03) 5852 2388
Leongatha (03) 5662 5030
Lilydale (03) 9739 5755
Mansfi eld (03) 5775 2688
Mildura (03) 5021 1116
Moe (03) 5127 2499
Moorabbin (03) 9557 3300
Mornington (03) 5975 2600
Narre Warren (03) 9796 7733
Niddrie (03) 9379 2900
Nunawading (03) 9878 1921
Parkdale (03) 9590 9322
Robinvale (03) 5026 4095
Seymour (03) 5799 1905
Shepparton (03) 5822 2777
Stawell (03) 5358 3374
Sunbury (03) 9744 2364
Swan Hill (03) 5032 3701
Thomastown (03) 9466 1444
Wangaratta (03) 5721 8900
Warragul (03) 5622 3558
Warrnambool (03) 5561 1411
Wodonga (02) 6024 2200
Wonthaggi (03) 5672 2148

WA
Albany (08) 9841 5555
Bellevue (08) 9274 3244
Bunbury (08) 9791 3522
Busselton (08) 9754 4929
Cannington (08) 9458 8334
Esperance (08) 9071 1200
Geraldton (08) 9964 1866
Joondalup (08) 9300 0911
Kalgoorlie (08) 9021 4741
Margaret River (08) 9758 8348
Myaree (08) 9330 6001
Northam (08) 9622 1154
Osborne Park (08) 9444 9955
Rockingham (08) 9527 1260

NZ
East Tamaki (09) 212 9483
Hamilton (07) 847 6430
New Plymouth (06) 759 2227
Rotorua (07) 348 0615
Tauranga (07) 577 0338
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